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"Falls Gott die Welt geshaen hat, war seine Hauptsorge siher niht, sie so zumahen, dass wir sie verstehen können."Albert Einstein
iv ZusammenfassungElliptishe Galaxien sind die gröÿten und shwersten, gravitativ gebundenen Ster-nensysteme im heutigen Universum und beinhalten ein groÿen Teil an dunkler Materieinnerhalb der sihtbaren, stellaren Komponente. In unserem aktuellen kosmologishenModell wahsen die Strukturen hierarhish und elliptishe Galaxien bilden sih erstspät. Seit kurzem ist es möglih die Vorgänger heutiger elliptisher Galaxien bei einerRotvershiebung von z ∼ 2 − 3 direkt zu beobahten. Diese waren shon damalssehr shwer, aber sie sheinen um einen Faktor 4-5 kleiner zu sein und ihre projizierteDihteverteilung ist weniger konzentriert, was man anhand eines sogenannten kleinen'Sersi index' von n ∼ 2 − 4 sehen kann. Die stellaren Populationen ihrer heutigenEbenbilder deuten darauf hin, daÿ die Entwiklung der kompakten elliptishen Galax-ien niht auf dissipative Prozesse und die Entstehung neuer Sterne zurükzuführenist. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es die Entwiklung kompakter elliptisher Galaxien mitder Hilfe von mehr als 80 dissipationslosen (stoÿfreien) Vershmelzungssimulationen(Merger) zu erklären. Dafür verwenden wir vershieden anfänglihe Masseverhält-nisse von 1:1 (Major Merger), 1:5 und 1:10 (Minor Merger). Die Virialgleihungenzeigen, daÿ Minor Merger zu einer shnelleren Entwiklung führen als Major Merger.Wir erzeugen akkurate Anfangsbedingungen, die die Eigenshaften von elliptishenGalaxien darstellen. Unsere Galaxienmodelle sind sphärish, isotrop und können ver-shiedene stellare Dihteverteilungen annehmen. Optional können sih die Galaxien ineinem massiven Halo aus dunkler Materie benden. Es zeigt sih, daÿ all unsere Mod-elle im dynamishen Gleihgewiht sind. Betrahtet man die Entwiklung von MajorMergern, sieht man, daÿ sie proportional mit der Masse wahsen (re ∝ M) und ihreprojizierten Dihteverteilungen bei allen Radien zunehmen, weshalb deren Sersi indexleiht von 4 auf 6 anwähst. Hier ist der dominante dynamishe Prozess die sogenannte'violent relaxation', die mehr dunkle Materie in das Zentrum misht und dort das Ver-hältnis zwishen dunkler und sihtbarer Materie, nah einer Merger Generation, umeinen Faktor ∼ 1.2 erhöht. Der dynamishe Prozess in Minor Mergern wird durh so-genanntes 'stripping' beherrsht. Dabei wahsen die Galaxien stark mit zunehmenderMasse an (re ∝ M≥2.1) und das Verhältnis von dunkler zu sihtbarer Masse ist für diedoppelte stellare Masse um einen Faktor ∼ 1.8 höher. Die projizierte Dihte wähsthauptsählih bei gröÿeren Radien und man erhält Sersi indizes von n ∼ 8 − 10. Be-merkenswerter Weise geben nur die Galaxienmodelle mit einem zusätzlihen Halo ausdunkler Materie überzeugende Ergebnisse für alle Minor Merger Szenarien. Das be-deutet, daÿ dunkle Materie eine sehr wihtige Rolle bei der Entwiklungsgeshihte vonkompakten, massive Galaxien spielt. Zusammengefasst zeigen wir, daÿ dissipationsloseMinor Merger in der Lage sind, die Entwiklung von kompakten, elliptishen Galaxienzu erklären, da sie die Gröÿe der Galaxien deutlih erhöhen, mit zusätzliher Massehöhere Verhältnisse von dunkler zu sihtbarer Materie erzeugen und die Sersi Indizesstark anwahsen lassen.
vSummaryEarly-type galaxies (elliptials) are the largest and most massive gravitationallybound stellar systems in the present Universe and ontain a signiant amount of darkmatter within their luminous omponent. Due to the urrently favoured osmologi-al model, where strutures grow hierarhially, these systems assemble late. Reentobservations are able to detet diretly the progenitors of present day elliptials at red-shifts of z ∼ 2− 3. These are already very massive but they seem to be more ompatby a fator 4-5 and have less onentrated surfae density proles, represented by asmall Sersi index n ≈ 2 − 4. The stellar population of their present day ounterpartsindiate, that their evolution annot be driven by dissipation and star formation. Theprimary goal of this thesis is to investigate a senario for the evolution of ompat, highredshift spheroids using more than 80 dissipationless merger simulations with initialmass ratios of 1:1 (equal-mass), 1:5 and 1:10. Virial expetations have indiated, thatminor mergers lead to a more rapid evolution than major mergers. We establish au-rate initial onditions, whih adequately represent the properties of elliptial galaxies.We setup spheroidal, isotropi galaxies with various density slopes for the stellar bulge,whih an optionally be embedded in a dark matter halo. All models are shown to bedynamially stable. Regarding equal-mass mergers, we nd that the spheroid's sizesgrow proportional to the mass (re ∝ M) and the surfae densities grow at all radii,indiated by a weak inrease of the Sersi index from 4 to 6. Violent relaxation governsthe dynamial merging proess and mixes more dark matter partiles into the luminousregime. Therefore, the entral dark matter fration inreases by a fator of ∼ 1.2 afterone generation of equal-mass mergers. In minor mergers, stripping of satellites is moreimportant. The size per added mass grows signiantly (re ∝ M≥2.1) and the naldark matter frations inrease by a fator of ∼ 1.8, if the stellar mass is doubled. Thesurfae densities inrease predominantly a larger radii, leading to large Sersi indiesof n ∼ 8 − 10. Remarkably, only the galaxy models inluding a massive dark matterhalo give reasonable results for all minor merger senarios. This indiates, that darkmatter plays a ruial role for the evolution history of ompat early-type elliptials.Altogether we show, that dissipationless minor mergers are able to explain the subse-quent evolution of ompat early-type galaxies, as they very eiently grow their sizes,yield higher dark matter frations for more massive galaxies and rapidly inrease theirSersi indies.
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CHAPTER 1 MOTIVATION
In the past deades signiant understanding on the early evolution of the Universehas been gained. Shortly after the Big Bang, we an observe primordial density andtemperature utuations in the osmi mirowave bakground, whih are the startingpoint of galaxy formation. These small density ontrasts are the seeds for the rstagglomerations of dark matter, whih grow to more massive halos, where the barionigas an ool and form stars and galaxies (White & Rees, 1978). In the urrent piture ofthe ΛCDM model, the further evolution and growth of these rst, gas-rih disk galaxiesis primarily dominated by merging (Toomre & Toomre, 1972). In their hypothesis,Toomre (1977) oined the idea, that major disk mergers may result in intermediateelliptial galaxies (Barnes, 1992; Naab & Burkert, 2003; Naab & Ostriker, 2009). Reentobservations have shown, that some of this early-type elliptials are massive (M∗ ≈
1011M⊙), very ompat (eetive radii of Re ∼ 1kp) and quiesent at a redshift of
z ∼ 2 − 3 (Daddi et al., 2005; Trujillo et al., 2006; Longhetti et al., 2007; Toft et al.,2007; Zirm et al., 2007; Trujillo et al., 2007; Zirm et al., 2007; Buitrago et al., 2008;van Dokkum et al., 2008; Cimatti et al., 2008; Franx et al., 2008; Sarao et al., 2009;Damjanov et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009).One major problem of galaxy evolution stems from the fat, that suh a populationdoes not exist in the present universe (Trujillo et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2010). Instead,present day elliptials are muh more extended and their eetive radii are larger bya fator of ∼ 4 − 5. The most promising senario to pu up a galaxy's size aredissipationless dry major and minor mergers, whih are also expeted in a osmologialontext (Khohfar & Silk, 2006; De Luia et al., 2006; Guo & White, 2008; Hopkinset al., 2010). As major mergers add a big amount of mass ompared to, e.g. the eetivesize growth or derease in veloity dispersion, they annot be the main evolutionarypath (White, 1978; Boylan-Kolhin et al., 2005; Nipoti et al., 2009a). Furthermore,they are highly stohasti and some galaxies should have experiened no major mergerat all, and would therefore still be ompat today. On the other hand, minor mergers
2 Motivationan redue the eetive stellar densities, mildly redue the veloity dispersions, andrapidly inrease the sizes by building up extended stellar envelopes, whih grow inside-out (Naab et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009; Hopkins et al., 2010; Oser et al., 2010).However, there are doubts whether this senario works quantitatively (Nipoti et al.,2003, 2009a) or if other physial proess are required.The best way to investigate the proess of dissipationless enounters of two or moregalaxies are numerial N-body simulations. In reent years the omputational powerhas evolved and inreased very quikly, allowing us to perform very high resolution sim-ulations, whih signiantly redue the impat of numerial artefats. Therefore, theyare the best way to explore the diult nature of mergers, whih are highly non-linearphenomena, implying strong potential utuations on very short timesales, whih vi-olently hange the ongurations of galaxies. Equipped with powerful numerial tools,we an ask the interesting question, if the new partile distribution, established by agalaxy enounter always gives some universal prole like an isothermal sphere for thestellar omponent or an NFW-prole (Navarro et al., 1997) for the dark matter halo,as is typially assumed for massive, present-day elliptials.A lot of work has already been done in order to push our knowledge of galaxyformation and evolution, but there are still many interesting, open questions, whihwe want to address in this thesis:
• What proesses inuene the dynamis of oalesing galaxies?
• Is dissipationless merging a viable mehanism to inrease the sizes of ompatearly-type elliptials?
• How does the struture hange in either a minor or a major merger?
• What is the main driver for the observed inside-out growth of high redshift ellip-tial galaxies?In Chapter 2 we start with a short summary of observations onerning the evolutionof elliptial galaxies and the previous numerial work before we give an overview of theused N-body odes in Chapter 3. To investigate all the above questions, we develop aprogram, whih is able to reate partile distributions of spherial, isotropi systemsand hek them for stability in Chapter 4. Further, in Chapter 5, we take a loserlook at the dynamis of merging galaxies and the involved proesses. Our rst paper,whih will be submitted soon, mainly addressing the investigation of the dynamis andthe galaxy evolution is shown in Chapter 6. The eet on observables like the surfaedensity or surfae brightness is summarized in Chapter 7, before we nally draw ouronlusions in Chapter 8.
CHAPTER 2 OBSERVATIONS
2.1 Elliptial GalaxiesElliptial Galaxies are the most massive stellar systems in our universe and thought tobe the nal stage of galaxy evolution. This results from the ommon piture of galaxyformation and evolution, where struture in the universe grows hierarhially (White& Rees, 1978; Davis et al., 1985). In the favored ΛCDM model (Komatsu et al., 2011),the most massive early-type galaxiess are supposed to be formed in gas rih majordisk mergers at a redshift of z ∼ 2 − 3 (Davis et al., 1985; Bournaud et al., 2011).Early ollisionless simulations of equal-mass disk mergers already showed, that theyniely reprodue the prinipal strutural properties of bright elliptials (Toomre, 1977;Negroponte & White, 1983; Barnes, 1992), whih are slowly rotating systems with shal-low entral surfae brightness proles (Bender et al., 1989; Kormendy & Bender, 1996;Kormendy et al., 2009; Lauer et al., 2005). Although the formation and evolution ofelliptial galaxies strongly depend on the dierent morphologies of the progenitors andenounter geometries, they show a remarkable regularity in their strutural properties.The most famous ramiation of this regularity is shown in the fundamental planeof elliptial galaxies, whih ombines their half-light radii re, eetive surfae bright-nesses Ie and veloity dispersions σ interior to re (Djorgovski & Davis, 1987; Faber,1987; Dressler et al., 1987; Djorgovski et al., 1988; Bender et al., 1992, 1993). It isoften explained as
Re ≈ σaIb, (2.1)where observations yield the exponents a ∼ 1.5 and b ∼ −0.8, whih diers fromsimple virial expetations, where a = 2 and b = −1. The reason for this 'tilt' of thefundamental plane is urrently not lear, and might be explained by variations in themass-to light ratio M∗/L or an inrease of the entral dark matter fration (Boylan-Kolhin et al., 2005) ombined with strutural hanges (e.g. Capelato et al. 1995;
4 Formation and Evolution of Elliptial Galaxies
Figure 2.1: This gure shows the position of a ompat early-type galaxy (blak irle)with respet to the most reent mass-size relations. Due to its extreme ompatness, itlies well below the high redshift estimation (red line).Graham & Colless 1997; Pahre et al. 1998).Furthermore, all elliptial galaxies are surprisingly well behaved and an all betted remarkably well by the Sersi funtion (Sersi, 1968)
I(r) = Ie · 10−bn((r/re)
1/n−1), (2.2)whih is a generalization of the de Vauouleurs r1/4 law. Of ourse, introduing an ad-ditional parameter, the Sersi index n, improves the t for a big variety of elliptials,but observational data also supports the idea, that the index n has a physial meaning.For example, it well orrelates with the eetive radius re and the total absolute mag-nitude of elliptial galaxies (Caon et al., 1993; D'Onofrio et al., 1994; Graham et al.,1996; Graham & Colless, 1997; Graham, 2001; Trujillo et al., 2001, 2002; Ferrareseet al., 2006; Kormendy et al., 2009).Despite the main body of regular early-type galaxies, reent observations have re-vealed a population of very ompat, massive (≈ 1011M⊙) and quiesent galaxies atz∼2 with sizes of about Re ≈ 1kpc (Daddi et al., 2005; Trujillo et al., 2006; Longhettiet al., 2007; Toft et al., 2007; Zirm et al., 2007; Trujillo et al., 2007; Zirm et al., 2007;Buitrago et al., 2008; van Dokkum et al., 2008; Cimatti et al., 2008; Franx et al.,2008; Sarao et al., 2009; Damjanov et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009). Figure 2.1highlights the position of this population with respet to the most reent mass-sizerelations (Shen et al., 2003; Bernardi, 2009; Guo & White, 2009; Nipoti et al., 2009a;Auger et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2010). It indiates that present day elliptials of
2.1 Elliptial Galaxies 5
Figure 2.2: The top panels show the observed evolution of the radial surfae density ofearly-type elliptials from a redshift z ∼ 2 (blue lines) to the present day (red lines). Thebottom panels depit the aording mass assembly. Obviously, the entral surfae densitiesare not aeted and the galaxies grow inside out, by developing an outer extended envelope.(Image ourtesy of van Dokkum et al. 2010)similar mass are larger by a fator of 4 - 5 (van der Wel et al., 2008) with at least anorder of magnitude lower eetive densities and signiantly lower veloity dispersionsthan their high-redshift ounterparts (van der Wel et al., 2005, 2008; Cappellari et al.,2009; Cenarro & Trujillo, 2009; van Dokkum et al., 2009; van de Sande et al., 2011).The measured small eetive radii are most likely not aused by observational limita-tions, although the low density material in the outer parts of distant galaxies is diultto detet (Hopkins et al. 2009a). Their lustering, number densities and ore proper-ties indiate that they are probably the progenitors of the most massive elliptials andBrightest Cluster Galaxies today (Hopkins et al., 2009a; Bezanson et al., 2009).As this population of early-type galaxies was just found in the last deade, the pos-sible evolution senarios are under strong debate. However, in a osmologial ontext,frequent dissipationless galaxy mergers are the most promising senario to explain thesubsequent rapid size growth in the absene of signiant additional dissipation andstar formation (Cole et al., 2000; Khohfar & Silk, 2006; De Luia et al., 2006; Guo &
6 Formation and Evolution of Elliptial GalaxiesWhite, 2008; Hopkins et al., 2010). Furthermore, observations and theoretial studiesof merger rates support the merger driven evolution, as galaxies undergo, on average,about one major merger sine redshift ∼ 2 and signiantly more minor mergers perunit time (Bell et al., 2006b; Khohfar & Silk, 2006; Bell et al., 2006a; Genel et al.,2008; Lotz et al., 2011). However, using virial estimations (Naab et al., 2009; Bezansonet al., 2009) and the fat that not all galaxies had a major merger sine a redshift of
z = 2, major mergers are not eient enough to explain suh a high size evolution. Butthey do happen and early theoretial work has shown, that they have a big inueneon the struture of spheroidal galaxies (see next setion for a summary).Anyway, reent full osmologial simulations (Khohfar & Silk, 2006; Naab et al.,2009; Oser et al., 2010) and observations (van Dokkum et al., 2010; Williams et al.,2011) pointed out the importane of numerous minor mergers for the assembly of mas-sive galaxies, whose dissipative formation phase is followed by a seond phase domi-nated by stellar aretion (predominantly minor mergers) onto the galaxy. Additionally,minor mergers are partiularly eient in reduing the eetive stellar densities, mildlyreduing the veloity dispersions, and rapidly inreasing the sizes, building up extendedstellar envelopes (Naab et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009; Hopkins et al., 2010; Oseret al., 2010, 2011). The latter is also in very good agreement with reent observationsof van Dokkum et al. (2010), whih indiate, that the entral surfae densities of early-type galaxies do not hange from a redshift of z ∼ 2, but todays ounterparts haveassembled a huge amount of mass in the outer parts (r > 5kp, see also Fig. 2.2).Although many reent theoretial and observational results indiate, that dissipa-tional minor mergers eiently boost the size growth of elliptial galaxies, it is yetnot lear, if this senario works quantitatively. Nipoti et al. (2003, 2009a) argue, thatdissipationless mergers go in the right diretion, but are by far not eient enoughto overome the big size disrepany between ompat early-types and present dayelliptials. Furthermore, in the rst paper (Nipoti et al., 2003) they onlude, that theremnants of multiple mergers neither follow the Faber-Jakson relation (Faber & Jak-son, 1976) nor the Kormendy relation (Kormendy, 1977). In the more reent papers(Nipoti et al., 2009b,a) they additionally nd that their results introdue a large satterin the saling relations of the fundamental plane. The 'tightness' of the fundamentalplane sets stringent limitations, so that at maximum 50% of todays elliptials an haveassembled via dry merging (Nipoti et al., 2009a).Obviously, it is still ontroversial, if dissipationless mergers are the main evolution-ary path for elliptial galaxies. Given the still growing amount of observational datafor the high-redshift universe, it is desirable to ll the gap regarding the theoretialbakground. In this thesis, we want to ontribute to the disussion, if dissipationalmergers are the driving fore, with respet to the evolution of elliptial galaxies orif we need some ombinations with other possible senarios like AGN feedbak (Fanet al., 2010).
2.2 History of merger simulations 72.2 History of merger simulationsIn this setion we give a small overview of the previous work in the eld of mergersimulations of spheroidal, isotropi galaxy models. As the power of omputers inreasedvery fast sine the pioneering work in the late 70's, the resolution of the rst simulationswas really poor, ompared to reent ones. Nevertheless, most of the many interestingresults are still robust.2.2.1 First simulations of spherial galaxy mergersStarting in the late 70's White (1978) made the rst N-body simulations of spherialequal-mass mergers, by using only 250 softened partiles for eah progenitor galaxy (seealso Fig. 2.3). One result was, that whenever two galaxies overlap signiantly at theperienter, tidal interations, mainly dynamial frition, lead to a rapid nal oales-ene. The nal remnants suer from mean eld relaxation (violent relaxation), whihwidens the energy distribution of the binding energies (see Fig. 2.4) and indiates abreak in homology. This results in an extended envelope aompanied by a higher en-tral onentration of the nal galaxy. Furthermore a strong mixing between 'halo' andentral partiles ours during the relaxation proess (see also Villumsen 1982), whihweakens population gradients during an equal-mass merger (see also White 1980). Bya loser investigation of the merger dynamis of radial (head-on) orbits, both progen-itor galaxies experiene a strong inward impulse during the rst overlap, as the massinterior to their position inreases immediately. This results in a entral ontrationrelative to the equilibrium onguration, whih is followed by a boune of the partiles,when the galaxies separate again and leave the 'deep' potential well. Consequently theouter parts of the galaxies expand and aquire a big amount of the orbital energy (seealso van Albada & van Gorkom 1977; Miller & Smith 1980; Villumsen 1982).In the following work, White (1979) found out, that the density and veloity stru-ture of merger remnants only weakly depend on the initial distribution of the progenitorgalaxy and the orbit. The veloity dispersion stays nearly isotropi and the radial den-sity proles have power-law form ≈ r−3, whih an reasonably well be tted by a deVauoulers surfae brightness prole (de Vauouleurs, 1948).2.2.2 Early high resolution simulationsMiller & Smith (1980) performed similar simulation, but he was the rst, using a veryhigh resolution of nearly 100000 partiles. They onrmed the ontration, whih o-urs just after the losest approah, and nd that the initial diameter of the progenitorgalaxies dereases by a fator of two, before some partiles get lost or build up anextended envelope, in the diretion of motion, during the subsequent expansion. Re-garding the distribution of binding energies and angular momenta, they also evolvenon homologous during the merger event and the esaping partiles arry away a largefration of angular momentum. Furthermore, Miller & Smith (1980) looked at the
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Figure 2.3: This shows one of the rst head-on ollisions of spherial galaxies from White(1978). Already with this very poor resolution, eah galaxies onsists of 250 partiles, hefound very interesting results, regarding the merger dynamis and strutural hanges of thenal remnant.
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Figure 2.4: In this piture of White (1978) we an already see the eet of violentrelaxation, whih widens the initial energy distribution (top panel), produes esaping par-tiles (partiles with negative energies, bottom panel) and implies a signiant amount ofmixing, indiated by the width of the bars (see White (1978) for details).
10 Formation and Evolution of Elliptial Galaxiesorbits of single partiles, during the phase of ontration, and nd that all partiles areaeted as they show a kink in the orbital motion. Finally, due to an energy transferfrom the orbit to the galaxies, all remnants pu up and are more loosely bound.2.2.3 The rst unequal mass mergersVillumsen (1982) was the rst who made simulations of both, equal-mass enountersand unequal-mass enounters with mass ratio 1:2. He also laims, that the mixingof the two galaxies is very eient in the ase of equal-mass mergers, whih weakensradial metalliity or olor gradients, but in the ase of unequal-mass mergers thissenario is no longer valid. Beause the small in-falling galaxy is less tightly boundit beomes disrupted at an early stage of the merger, and its ore would not mergewith the one of the host. Espeially after the rst lose enounter, when the partilesboune out of the total ombined potential the smaller galaxy explodes and its partileseither get lost or assemble in the outer envelope of the bigger host galaxy. Thereforeunequal-mass mergers do not weaken the radial gradients, but even might build upa olor gradient from the enter (older host stars) to the outer parts (blue aretedstars). Furthermore, the remnants of equal-mass mergers either an be prolate, oblateor triaxial, whih strongly depends on the orbits angular momentum but all have ananisotropi veloity distribution and their density proles remains a Hubble prole(∼ r−3), whih ontradits Lynden-Bell (1967) theory of violent relaxation, whihwould lead to an isothermal sphere (∼ r−2).2.2.4 Multiple galaxy mergersFarouki et al. (1983) was the rst who simulated higher merger generations with adiret N-body ode, starting from a King model. Their partile resolution was lowerthan some of the previous work, but by a lever sampling for higher generations, the1000 partiles are enough to give interesting results. Assuming energy onservation andhomology, they nd simple analyti relations for the evolution of equal-mass mergers,
σ = const, R ∝ M, ρc ∝ M−2, (2.3)to whih they ompared their simulation results. Thereby, they nd, that the half-massradius lies exatly on the relation of Eq. 2.3 but the fration of the half-mass radius tothe radius inluding 10% of the mass Rh/R10 inreases with eah generation, althoughit should stay onstant, assuming homology arguments (see also Fig. 2.5). Due tothe break of homology, they also nd a developing low surfae brightness envelope inexess of a de Vauouleurs r1/4 law (de Vauouleurs, 1948). Consequently they nd thesame ore ontration senario for the remnant as White (1978), whih inorporates aninreasing entral veloity dispersion σ. As log σ inreases linearly with log M , Faroukiet al. (1983) orretly argue, that suessive mergers establish a sale-free relationbetween these properties. By tting the evolution of the veloity dispersion, they getan exponent n = 4 − 5 for M ∝ σn, whih niely agrees with the observed Faber
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Figure 2.5: This piture of Farouki et al. (1983) indiates niely the break of homologydue to multiple equal-mass mergers. We an see, although the half-mass radius (Rh, toppanel) evolves as expeted from simple virial expetations, the entral densities (middlepanel) do not. This is due to a relative ontration of the entral regions, as the massradius inluding 10% (R10) of the total mass inreases muh less than the half-mass radiusand the ratio Rh/R10 grows with eah generation.
12 Formation and Evolution of Elliptial Galaxies& Jakson (1976) relation L ∝ σ4, onsidering a onstant mass-to-light ratio M/L.Furthermore, the veloity dispersion seems to stay isotropi only in the innermostregions, whereas it gets radially biased (to ≈ 50%) in the outer parts of the remnant,where a low density envelope has developed.2.2.5 The work of Nipoti et al.In Nipoti et al. (2003) they performed hierarhies of equal-mass and unequal-massmergers. In the end, the nal remnants are triaxial systems with axis ratios 0.5 ≤
c/a ≤ 0.7 and 0.7 ≤ b/a ≤ 0.8, where a,b and  are the major, intermediate andminor axis. By tting Sersi proles (Sersi, 1968) to every remnant, they get aninreasing Sersi index with inreasing mass in aordane with observations, wherethe more massive elliptials usually have higher Sersi indies. The veloity dispersioninreases with mass and does not stay onstant as given by virial expetations forequal-mass mergers. Nipoti et al. (2003) show, that the inrease of the veloity an beaounted by the esaping mass, whih ours for eah merger generation. However,the half-mass radius evolves like the virial expetations. Traditionally, so far, mergersimulations involving a dark matter omponent have just investigated disk enounters(González-Garía & van Albada, 2005), thus Nipoti et al. (2003) are among the rst whoused two-omponent models for spherial galaxy mergers. Nevertheless, they onlude,that bulges embedded in a dark matter halo, do not give a signiant modiation intheir results. Investigating observable relations, like the fundamental plane and two ofits projetions (Faber & Jakson 1976- and Kormendy 1977-relation), they nd, thatalthough the fundamental plane is well reprodued for their merger hierarhies, thetwo projetions are not.In a more reent paper Nipoti et al. (2009b) ompared a large set of ollisionlessmerger simulations (major and minor) with the fundamental mass plane, whih isgiven by lensing onstraints. Thereby, they nd that dry merging preserves the nearlyisothermal struture of their progenitors and moves galaxies along the mass-plane. Butit moves galaxies away from the mass-size and mass-veloity relation, in a way, thatthe radius inreases to rapidly, whereas the veloity dispersion does not. Additionally,dry merging introdues a large amount of satter in these relations, whih sets furtheronstraints on the assembly history and the dark matter fration within the eetiveradius inreases only beause of the rapid size growth and stays onstant within a xedradius. Finally, they onlude that present day early-type galaxies ould not haveassembled more than 50% of their mass by dry merging.For the following work, Nipoti et al. (2009a) uses the same simulations and saleshis progenitor host to be a ompat early-type galaxy with an eetive radius of Re =
0.9kpc, whih an be observed at a redshift of z ∼ 2 (van Dokkum et al., 2009).Considering the dierent major and minor merger hierarhies of the previous paper(Nipoti et al., 2009b), they show, that dry mergers an bring the ompat early typegalaxies loser to the present saling relations but quantitatively the proess is noteient enough. Additionally, dry mergers introdue to muh satter to the very tight
2.2 History of merger simulations 13saling relations, thus only 45% of the stellar mass of today's early type galaxies anbe assembled due to this mehanism.2.2.6 Highly resolved Major MergersBoylan-Kolhin et al. (2005) and Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2006) used highly resolvedmajor merger simulations of two-omponent models (stellar bulge+dark matter halo)to show, that the fundamental plane is preserved and that the small tilt in the fun-damental plane is due to an inreasing entral dark matter fration. The latter resultis also in good agreement with reent observations whih indiate, that stellar mass-to-light ratios are relatively onstant with mass and annot aount for the tilt in thefundamental plane. They also pointed out, that the Faber & Jakson (1976) and themass-size relation strongly depend on the merger orbit, as in-falling galaxies suermuh more from dynamial frition for orbits with high angular momentum, whihthen yields a high energy transfer from the bulge to the halo. The higher the energytransfer, the more ompat is the nal bulge and the higher beomes the veloity dis-persion. On the other hand, by using mainly radial orbits, dissipationless merging is anatural mehanism to hange the slopes of the R−L and L−σ-relation, whih an beobserved in the brightest luster galaxies.
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CHAPTER 3 NUMERICAL METHODS
3.1 Numerial N-Body odesMany astronomial objets, suh as galaxies, globular and galaxy lusters or espeiallyosmologial old dark matter systems an be regarded as gravitational N-body sys-tems. In all those systems, the extend of one single body is very small with respetto the spatial distane to other bodies. Then, the interation of eah partile in agravitating system an simply be desribed by Newton's law,
ai = −
∑
j 6=i
Gmj
r3ij
(ri − rj), (3.1)where ai is the gravitational aeleration, ri and rj are the positions of partile i and
j, respetively. The partiles separation is given by rij = |rj − ri|, mj is the mass ofpartile j and G the gravitational onstant.Although this allows an aurate desription of a dynamial system, the ompu-tational time for N partiles inreases proportionally to ≈ N2. Therefore, the diretsummation or 'Partile-Partile (PP) method' (see also Hokney & Eastwood 1981)is limited to partile numbers of N ≈ 105, whih is muh too small, ompared withreent high-resolution simulations with ≥ 1011 partiles (e.g. the 'Millenium Simula-tions', Springel et al. 2005; Boylan-Kolhin et al. 2009). These simulations are arriedout with a dierent ode arhiteture like a 'hierarhial tree-ode', whih redues theomputational time to N log N . We use two odes for this thesis, VINE (Wetzsteinet al., 2009) and GADGET 3 (whih is the updated version of GADGET 2, see Springel2005), where the rst uses a 'binary tree' and the seond an 'Ot tree' (Barnes & Hut,1986). Therefore, we rst give a brief summary of the time integration, the fore al-ulation, and the hoie of gravitational softening, whih is very similar or equal forboth odes. Afterwards we show the dierenes of the two dierent tree strutures.
16 Numerial methodsThe equations of motion, aording to Newton's law (Eq. 3.1), are ordinary dier-ential equations,
dri
dt
= vi, (3.2)
dvi
dt
= ai, (3.3)where vi and ri are the veloity and the position of partile i, respetively, and theaeleration ai is given by Eq. 3.1.Gravitational fores are long range fores, implying a large dynamial range. Con-sequently, this aets the equations of motion in a way that they are highly non-linearand annot be solved analytially if the problem involves more than two bodies. There-fore numerial simulations are the only way to study the formation and evolution ofollisionless multi-partile systems. In the numerial approah, the rst-order dieren-tial Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 are replaed by linear dierential equations and the positions riand veloities vi are evaluated at disrete time intervals.Both odes, GADGET and VINE use the ommon 'leapfrog' integrator to advanethe partiles in time, but the form is slightly dierent. The expliit leapfrog sheme ofVINE is the so-alled 'drift-kik-drift' (DKD) method:
r
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i +
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i +
1
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v
n+1
i ∆t
n
i , (3.6)where ∆tni is the partile's time step from n to n + 1. In the 'kik-drift-kik' methodused in GADGET, the sheme of the veloities and positions is opposite, in the sensethat the positions are updated eah integer step and positions eah half-integer step.Comparing both shemes, the latter one seems to be slightly more aurate, regardingerror properties (Wetzstein et al., 2009).In order to produe an aurate integration, time steps should be neither too large,nor to small, beause too large time steps an destroy the stability of a system andtoo small time steps waste a huge amount of omputational time. Therefore, bothodes assign eah partile an individual time step, where VINE applies the method ofHernquist & Katz (1989) and the sheme of GADGET is shown in Springel (2005).3.1.1 Gravitational SofteningOne drawbak of numerial simulations of astrophysial systems is, that although theunderlying physial system like a galaxy with ∼ 1011 stars, in reality, is ollisionless, itis not in numerial simulations. In the latter ase, one partile normally represents an
3.1 Numerial N-Body odes 17aggregate of a large partile number as a simulation is limited to the urrent hardware(e.g. few times 107 partiles). Therefore, the evolution time of a numerial system isnot smaller than the relaxation time (see also setion 4.3) and annot be treated as areal ollisionless system. To overome this problem, the potential and fores betweenpartiles have to be 'softened' in some manner. In pratie, the pure Newtonian 1/rform of the gravitational potential (Eq. 3.1) and the assoiated numerial fores atsmall separations have to be modied by a softening parameter.There are two ommon types of gravitational softening in N-body odes, the so-alled 'Plummer softening' introdued by Aarseth (1963) and the 'Spline softening'. Inthe rst ase, the density funtion of a single partile is dened as a Plummer sphere,where the fore on partile i due to partile j at a distane rij = |rj − ri| beomes
Fi = −
Gmimj
r2ij + ǫ
2
rj − ri
rij
, (3.7)with the orresponding potential
Φ = − Gmj
(r2ij + ǫ
2)1/2
. (3.8)Here ǫ is the so-alled softening length. This implementation is easy and omputation-ally inexpensive, but it never onverges ompletely to the exat Newtonian potential(Eq. 3.1). This hoie of softening yields signiantly larger fore errors ompared tothe 'Spline softening' (Dehnen, 2001), whih we used in both odes.In this approah, a partile gets smeared out to a nite size and the extendeddensity distribution of the partile is represented by a predened softening kernel ofMonaghan & Lattanzio (1985):
W (rij, hij) =
σ
hνij





1 − 3
2
v2 + 3
4
v3 if 0 ≤ v < 1
1
4
(2 − v)3 if 1 ≤ v < 2
0 otherwise (3.9)
ν is the number of dimensions, v = rij/hij and σ is the normalization with valuesof 2/3, 10/(7π) and 1/π in one, two and three dimensions, respetively and hij =
2.8(ǫi + ǫj)/2. Then the fore is speied as,
fm(rij) =
4π
mi
∫ rij
0
u2ρ(u)du
= 4π
∫ rij
0
u2W (u, hij)du, (3.10)where the quantity ρ/mj is replaed by the kernel W . Finally, the fore and potentialare
Fi = −
Gfmmimj
r2ij
r̂ij (3.11)
Φ = −Gfmmj
rij
. (3.12)
18 Numerial methodsNote, that this formulation reovers the exat Newtonian equation for rij > 2 · ǫij andthe fore between two partiles dereases to zero as rij → 0.3.1.2 Binary TreeThe binary tree is onstruted bottom-up, where the mutually nearest neighbor parti-les or partile pairs are replaed by a node. In a rst step, imagine that eah partilesearhes for its nearest neighbor, where we require the neighbor to be mutual. Now,onsider a system with three partiles. If partile B is the nearest neighbor of partileA but the losest neighbor of partile B is C, then B and C are the mutual nearestneighbors and get replaed by a node. The position of the node is its enter of massand its mass is the sum of the partile masses. On the next step, the partiles andnodes are again grouped with their nearest neighbor partile or node. Further levels arebuilt aordingly until the last two nodes are ombined to the root node and the treestruture is omplete. Essential for the onstrution of suh a binary tree is an eientdetermination of the nearest neighbors of all partiles or nodes for whih no nearestneighbor has yet been found. Cruial is also the subsequent ombination of these newneighbor pairs into new tree nodes whih are then inserted on the next higher levelof the tree struture. As one an hose dierent opening riterions in VINE, we havehosen the same one whih is used in GADGET (see net setion).3.1.3 Ot TreeThe ot tree is onstruted from top to bottom, as it starts with one initial major ell,whih inludes all partiles. This 'root' ell gets split in 8 ubes of equal size, whihare, in the same way, subdivided in smaller sububes. This proess ontinues untileah ube ontains only one partile, representing a 'leaf' of the tree, or no partile.A further harateristi of GADGET 3 is, that it only uses monopole terms for thefore alulations. Finally, regarding the fore alulations on partile i, an aeptaneriterion deides whether the fore due to a group of other partiles at a ertain distaneis aepted or the ells have to be split up in further ells, ultimately reahing singlepartiles, if appropriate. This riterion ontrols the introdued errors of the forealulations and the omputing time.The simplest aeptane or so-alled ell-opening riterion is usually dened as
Rcrit =
lj
θ
+ ǫ, (3.13)where ǫ is the partiles softening length and lj the size of the ell. The opening angle
θ, ranging from zero to one, denes the minimum distane Rcrit at whih a ell will beaepted for the fore alulation or not. GADGET 3 uses a slightly modied riterion
GMj
R2crit
(
lj
Rcrit
)2
= α|aoldi |, (3.14)
3.1 Numerial N-Body odes 19where Mj is the mass of ell j and aoldi is the partiles aeleration at the last time step.The advantage of this modiation is, that the ell-opening riterion now is adaptivewith respet to the system dynamis.
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CHAPTER 4 GALAXY MODELS
In this hapter, we desribe a way to get stable initial onditions of spherial, isotropisystems, whih onsist of either a single stellar omponent or a stellar omponentembedded in a dark matter halo. One advantage of our program is, that the densityslope of the stellar omponent an be varied and is not xed for both, a one- and a two-omponent model. From observations we know, that surfae brightness proles of allkinds of elliptial galaxies are well desribed by the R1/4-law (de Vauouleurs, 1948) orthe more general Sersi r1/n funtion (Sersi, 1968). Both reprodue global quantitieslike the eetive radius, whih is the radius of the isophote enlosing half the total light,and the eetive surfae brightness. However the derivation of the deprojeted threedimensional density distribution and the gravitational potential, whih is essential fordetailed galaxy modeling is not easily available. One way to overome this problemis to nd analyti density proles, whih resemble in projetion the observed surfaebrightness proles.4.1 One-Component ModelsThe simplest realization of spherial, isotropi galaxies is to reate a single sphereof stellar partiles. The rst two analyti density proles, resembling the R1/4-law,have been proposed by Jae (1983) and Hernquist (1990). They have entral stellardensities proportional to r−2 and r−1, with entral surfae densities proportional to
R−1 and ln R−1, respetively. Dehnen (1993) and Tremaine et al. (1994) independentlyderived a generalization of these two models,
ργ(r) =
(3 − γ)M
4π
a
rγ(r + a)4−γ
, (4.1)where a is a saling radius, M the total mass of the system and γ denes the slopeof the prole. The latter parameter an vary between 0 ≤ γ < 3, where γ = 1 and
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γ = 2 represent the Hernquist and Jae model, respetively. The top panel of Fig.4.1 indiates density distributions of dierent γ's for M = a = 1. The entral densitydiverges for all possible slopes exept for γ = 0, where the model resembles a ore likestruture, i.e. the density beomes onstant.The potential orresponding to Eq. 4.1 is given by Poisson's Equation
Φγ(r) =
GM
a
×− 1
2 − γ
[
1 −
(
r
r + a
)2−γ
] for γ 6= 2, (4.2)with the speial ase of Jae's prole (Jae, 1983),
Φ2(r) =
GM
a
× ln r
r + a
for γ = 2. (4.3)The umulative mass M(r), half-mass radius r1/2 and irular veloity v2c (r) are,
Mγ(r) = M
(
r
r + a
)3−γ
, (4.4)
r1/2,γ = a(2
1
3−γ − 1)−1, (4.5)
v2c,γ(r) =
GMr2−γ
(r + a)3−γ
. (4.6)Assuming a non-rotating, spherial symmetri system, the radial veloity dispersion isdetermined by the Jeans equation
1
ρ
d
dr
(ρv2r) + 2β
v2r
r
= −dΦ
dr
, (4.7)where β(r) ≡ 1−v2θ/v2r gives the degree of anisotropy. Later, for simpliity, we only usephase-spae distribution funtions (DF), whih only depend on energy. This implies,that the system has to be isotropi (β(r) = 0) and as ρv2r = 0 for r → ∞ we get
v2r,γ(r) =
1
ργ(r)
∫ ∞
r
ργ
dφγ
dργ
dr, (4.8)whih an be solved numerially. In speial ases, where 4γ is an integer, Eq. 4.8 hasan analyti solution. The radial veloity dispersions show dierent trends for dierentdensity slopes (bottom panel, Fig. 4.1). For 2 < γ < 3 the dispersion diverges towardsthe enter, whereas the models with 0 < γ < 2 onverge to zero at the enter. In thease of the γ = 0- and Jae-model (γ = 2) the entral veloity dispersion beomesonstant and the latter ase resembles a nite isothermal usp.
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Figure 4.1: Top panel: Density distributions for dierent Dehnen-Models. For high γ'sthe proles are very uspy and for small ones they beome very at. In the extreme ase of
γ = 0 it beomes even onstant in the enter and resembles a ore like struture. Bottompanel: The orresponding radial veloity dispersions show dierent behavior for dierentdensity slopes. Models with 2 < γ < 3 have a diverging entral veloity dispersion, whereasthose with 0 < γ < 2 onverge to zero. There are two speial ases, the Jae model with
γ = 2, whih has a nite isothermal usp in the enter and the γ = 0 model whih beomesonstant v2r = GM/30a.
24 Creating Initial Galaxy modelsWith the density distribution (Eq. 4.1) and the radial veloity dispersion (Eq. 4.8)it is already possible to reate a spherial galaxy model, but it is more onvenient to useproper distribution funtions to get stable initial onditions (Kazantzidis et al., 2004).As we already know the density and the potential, the derivation of the orrespondingdistribution funtion f(r,v) is straightforward. The density of our spherial, isotropimodels just depends on the total energy E, thus
ρ(r) ≡
∫
f(E)d3v. (4.9)Inverting this equation with a so alled Abel transformation yields the Eddingtonformula (Eddington, 1916; Binney & Tremaine, 2008), whih gives the distributionfuntion for a spherial symmetri density distribution,
f(E) = 1√
8π2
[
∫ Ψ=E
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, (4.10)where the relative potential and binding energy E are dened, so that f > 0 for E > 0and f = 0 for E ≤ 0. The seond term on the right hand side of this equation vanishesfor any sensible behavior of Ψ(r) and ρ(r) at large radii.As not all one-omponent (and no two-omponent) models, have an analyti ex-pression for ρ(Ψ) we have to transform the integrand of Eq. 4.10 to be a funtion ofradius r,
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dr (4.11). Together with Eqs. 4.1, 4.2 this always results in an analytial expression for theintegrand, even for more general γ- proles (Dehnen, 1993),
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]As onsequene the integration limits of Eq. 4.10 also have to hange, e.g. Ψ(r) = 0orresponds to r = ∞ and Ψ(r) = E beomes r = a/[(1 − E) 1γ−2 − 1].Altogether the DF for the one-omponent γ-models an be written as,
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4.1 One-Component Models 25whih an be alulated diretly by numerial integration. Alternatively, for all one-omponent models exept γ = 2, one an use the general solution expressed by Hyper-geometri Funtions 2F1(a, b; c; d) (see Abramowitz & Stegun 1970), expliitly given inBaes et al. (2005),
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. (4.13)For all integer or half-integer values of (2 − γ)−1 (e.g. γ = 0, 1, 3
2
, 7
4
, 9
4
, 5
2
), all terms ofEq. 4.13 redue to elementary funtions and the distribution funtion has an analytisolution (Dehnen, 1993). In the partiular ase of the Jae-model (Jae, 1983) (γ = 2),the distribution funtion an best be expressed in terms of the error funtion and Daw-son's integral. For our purpose, we always alulate the DF by numerial integrationwith high auray, thus we get highly stable initial onditions (see setion 4.3).One the DF has been alulated, we an start to reate the partile distributions.First we have to hose the slope of the density prole ρ(r) and a maximum radius
rmax, whih should be large enough to enlose most of the total system mass. Thatmeans, that the ut-o radius should at least be 100 times the sale radius a of thesystem, whih orresponds to the radius enlosing 97, 98 and 99% of the total massfor γ = 0, 1, 2, respetively (see Eq. 4.4). After speifying the system parameters,we an alulate the gravitational potential Φ(r), before the partiles an randomly besampled from the DF f(E). To establish a partile onguration, we use the aeptane-rejetion tehnique (Kuijken & Dubinski, 1994; Kazantzidis et al., 2004), whih worksas follows. First we alulate a normalization onstant, whih is the maximum of thesystem's phase spae
const =
[(
r2
a2
) (
v2
v2g
)
f(r, v)
]
max
, (4.14)where a is the system's sale length and vg the esape veloity at the sale radius. Fur-thermore, we draw a random number in the interval [0, 1] and if a partile's normalizedposition in phase spae is smaller than this random number, it is aepted, otherwisethe partile is rejeted and a new partile is sampled.For simpliity, our initial ondition program allows only density slopes 0 ≤ γ < 2,but this range already overs most of the observed ranges of stellar density proles.With γ = 0, we an reate a very at density distribution with an intrinsi ore andfor γ ≈ 2, the model has a steep usp, where the partiles are very onentrated in
26 Creating Initial Galaxy modelsthe enter. Before we test two one-omponent models with dierent density slopes fortheir stability (Setion 4.3.1) we illustrate how to reate two-omponent models, wherea stellar bulge is embedded in a dark matter halo.4.2 Two-Component ModelsIn Setion 2.2, we have seen, that early merger simulations of one-omponent spheroidalgalaxies revealed very interesting results and this models an probably be a good ap-proximation for mergers in enters of lusters, where the dark matter of the approahingsatellite galaxy gets stripped very early (González-Garía & van Albada, 2005). Nev-ertheless, in the urrent aepted ΛCDM model, most of a galaxy's mass resides in adark matter halo, surrounding the stellar bulge. Surprisingly, the dark matter halosseem to have an universal prole, with an inner density slope of r−1 and an outer slopeof r−3, whih is perfetly desribed by the famous NFW-prole (Navarro et al., 1997)
ρ ∝ 1
r(1 + r)2
. (4.15)For simpliity, we hose a Hernquist prole (Hernquist, 1990) for the dark matterdistribution, as it is known to resemble the NFW prole in the enter and only deviatesat larger radii. Then, the density and potential of the halo are
ρdm(r) =
Mdm
2π
adm
r(r + adm)3
φdm(r) =
GMdm
r + adm
, (4.16)where Mdm and adm are the mass and sale radius of the dark matter halo. In theombined system the density distributions of the bulge and the halo are the same,as if you regard the omponents separately, but the veloities are dierent. For two-omponent models, the potential is the sum of the stellar and dark matter potential
φT (r) = φdm(r) + φ∗(r)
= −GM∗
a∗
{
1
2 − γ
[
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r
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)2−γ
]
− µa∗
r + βa∗
}
, (4.17)where we have introdued two dimensionless parameters µ = Mdm/M∗ and β = adm/a∗.With the total potential and the density distributions of eah omponent we are ableto alulate the distribution funtions for the dark matter halo and the stellar bulge.To simplify the alulation of the distribution funtion, we make Eqs. 4.1,4.16 and4.17 dimensionless:
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4πa3∗
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(4.18)
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(4.19)
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φ̃T (r) = −
a∗
GM∗
· φT (r) =
1
2 − γ
[
1 −
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r
r + a∗
)2−γ
]
+
µa∗
r + βa∗
(4.20)Together with Eq. 4.11 we an alulate the integrands of Eq. 4.10 for both om-ponents. Unfortunately, in ontrast to the one-omponent models, the hange of theupper integration limit Φ(r) = E has no analytial solution, so we have to use a nu-merial minimization routine to solve this equation for r:
0 = φ̃(r) − E = 1
2 − γ
[
1 −
(
r
r + a
)2−γ
]
+
µa
r + βa
− E (4.21)Now the omputation of the distribution funtions for dierent bulge slopes em-bedded in a Hernquist dark matter prole is straightforward. First, one has to useEq. 4.11 to get the derivatives of the densities (Eqs. 4.18, 4.19) and the potetnial(Eq. 4.20), whih then get plugged into the Eddington equation (4.10), whih getsintegrated numerially.Before sampling the partile distributions of the two omponents we have to hosea sale length a∗ and a mass M∗ for the stellar bulge. The sale length and mass ofthe halo are dened via β = adm/a∗ and µ = Mdm/M∗. For the hoie of the ut-o radii of both omponents, we have to fulll the same riteria as before, i.e. theyshould be large enough to enlose most of the omponent's mass. After speifying thesystem properties, the partile distribution is alulated with the aeptane-rejetiontehnique of the previous Setion 4.1.In the next setions, we show some realizations of one- and two-omponent modelsand test their stability.4.3 Stability TestsNow we test, how the initial onditions of the previous two setions 4.2, 4.1 evolve withtime. Using the two N-body odes VINE and GADGET 3, we take dierent galaxymodels with varying density distributions for the bulge and dierent partile masses.4.3.1 Bulge - Only ModelsFirst we look at the one-omponent models, whih represent a stellar bulge withouta dark matter omponent. As we an reate dierent density slopes, we take twoexamples, where one has a shallower ore (γ = 0.7) and the other has a steeper ore(γ = 1.4) than the most popular one of Hernquist (1990). For simpliity, both modelshave a sale radius of a∗ = 1.0, a total mass of M∗ = 1.0 and onsist of N = 5 · 105partiles. The maximum radii of the systems are rsys = 200, whih are the radiiinluding 98.8 and 99.2% of the total mass for γ = 0.7 and 1.4, respetively (see alsoEq. 4.4). The simulations were performed dimensionless suh that the gravitationalonstant is unity (G = 1) and the results an be saled arbitrary to a preferred unit
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Figure 4.2: Top left panel: The initial (solid lines) radial density proles stay onstantfor both, the γ = 0.7 (blak) and the γ = 1.4 (blue) model and resemble the analytiprole (red dashed lines) for more than 200 dynamial times. Only inside two softeninglength 2 · ǫ (vertial dotted line) the nal proles (dashed-dotted lines) indiate a smallderease, whih is due to two-body relaxation. The vertial solid line indiates the salelength of both models. Bottom left panel: Here we illustrate the radial veloity dispersionsfor both models, whih also stay onstant over most of the radial range. Only inside 10%of the sale radius, where two-body relaxation beomes prominent, it slightly deviates fromthe analytial solution. Right panels: The mass radii (top) inluding 30% (dashed-dottedlines), 50% (solid lines) and 80% (dashed line) of the total mass are perfetly onstant forboth models and after one or two time steps, the system is in virial equilibrium (see bottomright panel).
4.3 Stability Tests 29system. As referene for all stability simulations we use the dynamial time tdyn, whihan be regarded as the time a star needs to travel half aross a system with a givendensity. It is dened as
tdyn =
√
3π
16Gρ
, (4.22)where ρ is the mean density within the spherial half-mass radius of the system r50(see also Binney & Tremaine 2008).In the following we show the stability runs, performed with GADGET 3, but aomparison run with VINE showed the same results. After testing several values, wefound the best softening length to be ǫ = 0.02, whih gives a good balane betweenauray and omputational time.In the top left panel of Fig. 4.2 we an see, that the density distributions of both,the γ = 0.7 (blak lines) and γ = 1.4 (blue lines) stay onstant for more than 200dynamial times tdyn. Only within two times the softening length ǫ (vertial dottedline) it slightly dereases, but as the fore and potential alulations are not reliablein this regions, we an say that the density distributions perfetly stay onstant andagree with the analyti density proles (red dashed lines). Regarding the radial veloitydispersions of both systems (bottom left panel) we an see that they also show onlymarginal hanges inside 10% of the sale length a∗ (vertial solid line). For the atter
γ = 0.7 density distribution the entral deviation is larger, as it ontains a fator 5 lesspartiles within 0.1 · a∗ ompared to the more entrally onentrated γ = 1.4 model.As two-body relaxation strongly depends on the partile numbers (see Setion 5.1),and is more eient for lower partile numbers, shallower density distributions aremore aeted. For a more detailed desription of how two-body relaxation alters ournumerial simulations we refer to setion 5.1.The mass radii enlosing 30, 50 and 80% of the total system mass are illustratedin the top right panel of Fig. 4.2. Again they perfetly stay onstant over the wholesimulation time t = 200 · tdyn. In the last panel we an see that the initial galaxy isnot perfetly in virial equilibrium as η = 2T/W < 1.0, but very lose. These smalldeviation is a onsequene of the trunation of the system at a radius of rsys = 200,whih fores the total mass M into a smaller volume as expeted. Consequently, thetotal potential energy W of the system is slightly larger and the kineti energy T needslittle time to adjust. Nevertheless, this eet is negligible, as it has no inuene on thedensities, the veloity dispersions and the dierent mass radii and we an onlude,that our sheme to reate initial onditions of one-omponent models with dierentdensity slopes yields very good results.4.3.2 Bulge + Halo Models with Equal Mass PartilesIn this setion we fous on the stability of two-omponent models, where a stellar bulgeof the previous setion is embedded in a more massive dark matter halo. Therefore werst look at three partile ongurations where the bulge and dark matter partiles all
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Figure 4.3: The top panels illustrate the densities ρ(r) (left) and radial veloity disper-sions σr(r) (right) for a two-omponent model of two Hernquist spheres, where a stellarbulge is embedded in a more massive dark matter halo. The total system onsists of 106dark matter and 105 stellar partiles (total partile number np = 1.1 · 106) and has a bulgemass of Mbulge = 1.0 and a halo mass of Mdm = 10. Therefore, all partiles have thesame mass and we take a fore softening length ǫ = 0.02, whih gives a good balane,regarding stability and fore auray. The sale length of the stellar system (vertial solidline) is abulge = 1.0 and the sale radius of the halo is adm = 11. Obviously, the inital(solid lines) and nal (dashed dotted lines) density (right panel) and veloity dispersion(left panel) stay onstant for 200 dynamial times. The middle and bottom panels showthe initial onditions for smaller spheroids with Mtot = 2.2 and Mtot = 1.1, sale radii of
abulge = 0.8 and abulge = 0.5 and partile numbers of np = 2.2 · 105 and np = 1.1 · 105,respetively. The ratios of the masses and sale radii are the same as in the top panel, i.e.
µ = 10 and β = 11. As the partile masses stay the same, we use the same softeningwhih also results in stable initial onditions.
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Figure 4.4: This panel illustrates the virial oeient η for the three models, with
1.1 · 106, 2.2 · 105 and 1.1 · 105 partiles. Obviously, they are initially not perfetly in virialequilibrium as η < 1. This results from the trunation of the halo at rsys,dm ∼ 50 · adm,whih auses a too high initial potential energy W ompared to the kineti energy T .have the same mass and the stellar bulges represent a Hernquist prole with γ = 1. Asthe partile masses do not hange, we use a softening length of ǫ = 0.02. Furthermorewe keep the ratios for the sale radii β = adm/a∗ = 11 and masses µ = Mdm/M∗ = 10xed. But all three models have dierent partile numbers, total masses and saleradii.The rst, most massive, galaxy has a stellar mass of M∗ = 1.0 and onsists of
np = 105 bulge and np = 106 dark matter partiles. We hose a bulge sale length of
a∗ = 1.0 and the ut-o radii are rsys,∗ = 200 and rsys,dm = 500 for the bulge and thehalo, respetively.In the top panels of Fig. 4.3, we an see the evolution of the radial density (left)and the radial veloity dispersion (right) of the bulge and the halo. Obviously, theinitial onditions (blak solid lines), as well as the nal proles after 200 dynamialtimes (dashed dotted lines) agree perfetly with the analyti proles (red solid lines)over most of the radial range. Only in the innermost regions the veloity dispersionsof the bulge and the halo show some satter, whih again is due to the poor entralresolution aompanied by an enhaned two-body relaxation. Furthermore, one anreognize, that the nal veloity dispersion proles are marginally shifted to highervalues and the virial oeient η of the initial model is below unity (see solid line,
32 Creating Initial Galaxy modelsFig. 4.4). This stems from the rather small trunation radius of the halo at 50 · adm,whih is the radius inluding 'only' ∼ 96% of the total halo mass. The explanation isthe same as for the one-omponent models, i.e. the total mass is enlosed in a smallerradius, thus the total potential is initially higher and the veloities (or kineti energy)needs a little time to adjust. However, this eet is negligible, regarding the densitiesand veloities. Looking at dierent mass radii, we also nd that they perfetly stayonstant, after a very short phase of slight ontration of less than 3% for the bulgeand less than 5% for the bulge's and halo's half-mass radius, respetively. Of ourse,one an overome this ontration phase by using muh larger ut-o radii for thebulge, but rst, the initial variations are very small for our hoie and seond, to geta perfetly stable two-omponent model this radius has to be very large, whih theninreases the omputational osts.In the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 4.3, the galaxies have a stellar mass of
M∗ = 0.2 and M∗ = 0.1 and onsist of np = 2.2 · 105 and np = 1.1 · 105 partiles,respetively. For both models we hose a sale radius whih would lie on the mass-sizerelation of Fig. 2.1 in hapter 2, i.e. if we sale the previous galaxy to be a ompatearly-type galaxy (blak irle in this gure), than the galaxy with M∗ = 0.2 would lieon the high redshift relation (red line of Fig. 2.1) for a sale radius of a∗ = 0.8 andthe least massive one for a sale radius of a∗ = 0.5. We keep the ut-o radii of themassive galaxy, thus rsys,∗ = 200 and rsys,dm = 500 for both models and the partilemasses also do not hange, thus we an take the same softening length of ǫ = 0.02 forboth omponents.In Fig. 4.3 the densities and veloity distributions of these models (middle, bottompanels) show very similar results with respet to the more massive, high resolutionmodel (top panels), i.e. the density and veloity proles are onstant over most of theradial range. Espeially, the model with M∗ = 0.2 evolves very lose to the M∗ = 1.0model, whih is not surprising, as these two systems even have nearly the same saleradii. Therefore, their ontration phase is almost idential, whih is reeted in theevolution of the virial oeient (Fig. 4.4). In ontrast, the model with M∗ = 0.1 has amuh smaller sale radius and the ut-o radius is rsys,dm ∼ 90·adm, thus the trunationradius is the radius ontaining already ∼ 98% of the total halo mass. Therefore, theinitial virial oeient is very lose to unity (see also Fig. 4.4). One drawbak of thelatter model is its omparable small resolution, hene there are only a few partilesin the entral regions and two-body relaxation is most prominent for this model andauses the relatively high deviations of the nal proles (dashed-dotted lines in thebottom panels of Fig. 4.3) ompared to the initial (solid lines) and analyti solutions(red dashed lines).However, all three models show a high degree of stability, espeially in the mostrelevant regions outside 10% of the bulge's sale radii. If one wants to investigate thevery entral regions, the resolution has to be very large, whih then signiantly in-reases the omputation time. Another way to redue the eet of two-body relaxationin the enter would be a slightly larger softening length.
4.3 Stability Tests 334.3.3 'Realisti' Bulge + Halo ModelsFinally we set up initial onditions for early-type galaxies at a redshift of z ∼ 2, onsid-ering observed ratios of the sale radii and masses of the halo and bulge omponent. Toget a proper mass ratio µ we looked at the most reent results of the Halo OupationDistribution (HOD) models, whih determine the link between dark matter halos andthe luminous part of galaxies (Moster et al., 2010; Behroozi et al., 2010; Wake et al.,2011). Assuming a luminous mass of M∗ = 1011M⊙ the stellar to halo mass ratio of theHOD framework yields values of M∗/Mdm = [0.01, 0.02] at redshift z ∼ 2. Therefore wehose the mean, M∗/Mdm = 0.015, whih then gives µ = 66.7 orresponding to a darkmatter halo of Mdm = 6.67 · 1012M⊙. Next we have to x the sizes of both omponentsby hosing proper sale radii.Applying the mass-size relation of Williams et al. (2010) for the redshift bin 1.5 <
z < 2.0,
log re = 0.25 + 0.5(log(M∗/M⊙) − 11) [kpc] (4.23)the eetive radius of a 1011M⊙ galaxy is Re = 1.8kp (see also Fig. 2.1 in hapter 2),whih relates to the stellar sale radius a as
Re
a
= (2
1
3−γ − 1)−1[0.7549 − 0.00439γ + 0.00322γ2 − 0.00182γ3 ± 0.0007], (4.24)for all γ−models (Dehnen, 1993). For our test models we hose two dierent densityslopes, with γ = 1.0 and 1.5. Therefore Eq. 4.24 yields Re
a
= (1.815, 1.276) and thesale radii are a∗ = (1.0, 1.41) for γ = (1.0, 1.5), if we adopt a saling of rscale = 1kp.Together with the dened mass sale, where Mscale = 1011M⊙ we get the followingveloity and time units:
vscale = 656kms
−1 tscale = 1.5 · 106yr (4.25)This saling is hosen to desribe an early-type galaxy at a redshift of z ∼ 2, but asthe simulations are still dimensionless, one an also use a dierent saling.Regarding the size determination of the halo is a little bit more ompliated, as wedo not use a NFW- but a Hernquist-prole whih has a steeper slope at large radii.Therefore we annot apply the halo onentration c (Bullok et al., 2001; Duy et al.,2008; Komatsu et al., 2011), whih ombines the virial radius rvir and the sale radius
adm of the halo prole. Therefore we use a dierent approah, where we set the virialradius of the system equal to the halo mass radius inluding 80% of the system's totalmass M80, thus we an alulate the halo sale radius adm of the system. To alulatethe virial radius rvir we set the virial density ρ(rvir) to 200 times the ritial density ofthe universe ρc, whih yields
rvir =
(
4MvirG
225H(z)
)1/3
, (4.26)
34 Creating Initial Galaxy modelsHere, Mvir is the virial mass, G is the gravitational onstant and H(z) is the timedependent Hubble parameter
H(z) = H0[ΩΛ,0 + Ωk,0(1 + z)
2 + Ωm,0(1 + z)
3 + Ωr,0(1 + z)
4]1/2 (4.27)with the urrent matter and radiation density Ωm,0/Ωr,0, the urvature of the universe
Ωk,0 and the osmologial onstant ΩΛ,0 (see also Mo et al. 2010). In a at universe
Ωk,0 = 0 with vanishing radiation density Ωr,0 ∼ 0 Eq. 4.27 redues to
H(z) = H0[ΩΛ,0 + Ωm,0(1 + z)
3]1/2 (4.28)and the Hubble parameter at redshift z = 2 is H(z = 2) = 207km s−1/Mp. As thestellar to dark matter mass in the HOD models is dened at the virial radius, we set
Mvir = M∗ + Mdm = 6.76 · 1012M⊙ and get a virial radius of rvir ≈ 230kp. Nextwe have to use Eq. 4.4 to alulate the radius inluding 80% of the total mass of theHernquist halo r80,h. With γ = 1.0 and M(r) = 0.8 · M we get
r80,h = a(4 +
√
20) (4.29)and for r80,h = rvir the sale radius of the halo is adm ≈ 27. Finally, the ratio of thesale radii are β = (27, 19) for γ = (1.0, 1.5). But as we set rvir = r80,h, we have toadopt another mass ratio µ = 66.7/0.8 ≈ 85, as µ in the initial ondition program givesthe stellar to halo mass ratio of the total system. Finally we hose very large ut-oradii of rsys,∗ = 200 · a∗ and rsys,dm = 100 · adm, to limit the ontration eet.For the stability simulations we use 1.1 · 106 partiles for both realizations, whihresults in more massive dark matter partiles (mdm = 8.5 · m∗). Therefore the foresoftening has to be dierent, i.e. ǫdm = √8.5ǫ∗. Furthermore, using dierent partilemasses, two-body relaxation auses mass segregation (see Setion 5.1), thus we addi-tionally have to inrease both softenings. Finally, we nd ǫ∗ = 0.1 yields very goodresults and is still small ompared to the eetive radius (ǫ∗ = 0.055 · Re).In the top panels of Fig. 4.5 we illustrate the density proles of the initial onditions(blak solid lines) for γ = 1.0 (left) and γ = 1.5 (right), whih both stay onstant. After120 dynamial times (dashed dotted lines), the bulge and halo proles are still in verygood agreement with the analyti Hernquist prole (red dashed line). Only inside 2 · ǫthe shallower γ = 1.0 prole shows minor deviations due to two-body relaxation, whihauses the bulge and halo prole to get loser. In the bottom two panels we depit theaording evolution of the veloity dispersion proles, whih again show very promisingresults, as the initial proles niely resemble the ones from the Jeans equations (Eq.4.8) for eah omponent. In the end, they again show only small deviations in theinner parts, where the resolution is lowest and mass segregation, indued by two-bodyrelaxation, is most prominent. But espeially the bulge prole is perfetly stable outside40% of the sale radius.In the next Fig. 4.6 we an see the evolution of the mass radii inluding 30, 50 and80% of the total bulge (top) and halo (bottom) masses. Together with the eetiveradius Re (top) and the gravitational radius rg (bottom), all radii are onstant over the
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Figure 4.5: The top panels illustrate the densities ρ(r) for the γ = 1.0 (left) and
γ = 1.5 (right) model with realisti dark to stellar mass ratios. Outside two times the foresoftening (ǫ = 0.055 · Re) the densities of both the halo and the bulge resemble perfetlythe analyti prole after more than 120 dynamial times. The very small deviations inthe entral regions are aused by two-body relaxation. The bottom panels illustrate theorresponding radial veloity dispersion proles, whih stay onstant over most of the radialrange. Only inside 40% the bulge sale radius a they are strongly aeted by two-bodyrelaxation.
36 Creating Initial Galaxy modelswhole simulation time. Only the innermost bulge radii (r30, top panel) are aeted andas the γ = 1.0 prole is shallower than the γ = 1.5 prole, it has less partiles in itsenter and onsequently gets slightly more inuened by numerial eets. Therefore its
r30 nally inreases by 7%. However, we onlude that even the 'real' galaxy modelsare by far stable enough to yield reasonable galaxy models to be used for furtherappliations.
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Figure 4.6: The top panel depits the evolution of the radii enlosing 30,50 and 80% ofthe total bulge mass for the models withγ = 1.0 (blak) and γ = 1.5 (blue). Together withthe mean eetive radius Re, they all stay onstant for more than 120 dynamial times.Only the innermost radii r30 indiate a small inrease, whih is a little bit larger for γ = 1.0.In the latter shallower model, less partiles are in the enter and therefore it suers slighltymore from two-body relaxation within the same simulation time (see also Chapter 5). Thebottom panel indiates, that all mass radii and the gravitational radius of the orrespondinghalos stay the same.
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CHAPTER 5 KINEMATICS
In the following we want to give a little overview of the dynamial proesses, one hasto deal with in numerial N-body simulations. All of them have dierent impat fordierent merger senarios and two-body relaxation strongly depends on the numerialsetup of the initial onditions and an be redued by a lever hoie of the gravitationalsoftening length. Dynamial frition and tidal stripping are the dominant proesses inminor mergers, whereas violent relaxation is very eient for major mergers. Althoughviolent relaxation has a strong impat during the nal merging proess, it rapidly getsdissolved by phase mixing. In ontrast to two-body relaxation, all these mehansims arephysial and not artiial, thus we rst illustrate the inuene of two-body relaxationwith the help of an test simulation.5.1 Two-Body relaxationIn the real universe, star and dark matter partiles in galaxies, whih onsist of N ≈
1011 stars, are essentially ollisionless and feel no perturbation due to a lose enounter.However, simulations of isolated galaxies or galaxy mergers, the number of partiles islimited by the omputational power. Therefore eah simulation partile orrespondsto a onglomeration of real stars.The relaxation time trelax denotes the time, when the veloity of one star hashanged of the same order as its initial veloity due to two-body enounters (see Bin-ney & Tremaine (2008)). Another useful denition of relaxation time uses the hangeof the mean square energy ompared to the initial mean kineti energy of a group ofpartiles (Chandrasekhar, 1942). The latter denition yields a relaxation time whihis half ompared to the rst denition.To quantify the eet of two-body relaxation we hose the rst approximation whih
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Figure 5.1: The solid lines show the two-body relaxation times of a Hernquist spherewith sale radius a = 1 (dotted line) for an inreasing number of partiles (from bottomto top the partile number inreases by a fator of 2). From the lowest partile number(N = 80000) to the highest one (N = 1.28 · 106) the relaxation time at the spherialhalf-mass radius (dashed line) inreases by a fator of ∼ 13. The red solid line indiates thepartile distribution (N = 160000) whih we hose for further investigations and for someof our merger simulations in the next setions. For this Hernquist sphere trelax ∼ 7100 atthe spherial half-mass radius.yields,
trelax =
0.1N
ln N
· tcross, (5.1)where N is the partile number. The rossing time tcross = R/v strongly depends on thepartiles distane R from the enter. The veloity v orresponds to the typial veloityof a partile at this radius, whih an be approximated by the irular veloity. Fora better illustration we hose a one-omponent Hernquist model, whih has a irularveloity vc = √GMr/(r + a) (see Eq. 4.6). Assuming G = M = 1 the rossing timebeomes,
tcross =
√
r(r + a), (5.2)where a is the sale radius of the Hernquist sphere. Figure 5.1 shows the radialdependene of the relaxation time for an inreasing number of partiles. From bottom
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Figure 5.2: This panel shows the evolution of the energy distribution N(ǫ) of an one-omponent Hernquist sphere with N = 160k partiles and G = M = a = 1. After a time
t = 2000 the most bound partiles of the nal prole (blak dashed line) are 6% less stronglybound ompared to the initial prole (solid blak line). The three narrow histograms showthe energy distribution for three dierent energy bins (red: −0.85 < ǫ < −0.80, blue:
−0.50 < ǫ < −0.45, green: −0.10 < ǫ < −0.05), whih all beome a gaussian distributiondue to two-body enounters (riles of the orresponding olor). The gaussian ts (red,green and blue dashed lines) indiate, that the inner most partiles (red) are more aetedthan the others, as the width σ of the tted urves are higher for this energy bin. Thevertial dashed and dotted lines indiate the initial and nal mean binding energy of eahbin, respetively.
42 Kinematis of Merger simulationsto top, the number of partiles gets doubled for eah subsequent line and we an see,that the relaxation time at the spherial half-mass radius r50,sph = (1 + √2)a (seeEq. 4.5) grows by a fator of ∼ 13 if the partile number inreases by a fator of 16.To highlight the eet of two-body relaxation we hose the model with N = 160000partiles (red line) and let it evolve for 2000 timesteps with a very small softeninglength of ǫ = 0.01.Figure 5.2 shows the dierential energy distribution of the initial galaxy model(solid blak line) and the nal one (dashed line) after t = 2000 timesteps. We an see,that the most bound partiles at the left side of the distribution are nally less bound,beause two-body enounters, whih espeially take plae in the entral, high densityregions, lead to an equipartition of energies. Therefore, the most bound partiles losesome of their energy to less bound partiles. Furthermore, if the partiles in a spheroidhave dierent mass, the energy equipartition also leads to mass segregation, where themore massive partiles tend to transfer energy to the less massive ones. Consequentlythe more massive partiles sink towards the enter and the lighter ones wander tolarger radii. Next we look at the narrow bins for dierent binding energies (red/blueand green histograms in Fig. 5.2), whih all evolve to Gaussians of dierent width σ.Again, the higher bound energy bins (red/blue histograms) get more broadened thanthe weakly bound bin (green histogram).There are two main ways to redue the eet of two-body relaxation. First, asalready depited in Fig. 5.1, an inreasing number of partiles signiantly inreasesthe relaxation time, and seond, a larger softening length also limits the amount ofsattering events. The drawbak of the latter solution is, that one loses the informationwithin two softening length, as the results in these regions are no longer reliable.However, in Setion 4.3.3, we have already seen, that for galaxy models, onsistingof unequal mass partiles, it is ruial to adopt higher softenings to prevent masssegregation in the enter. To quantify the eet of a larger softening length, we alsoevolved the same Hernquist sphere of Fig. 5.2 with ǫ = 0.08, whih yields a muh weakerbroadening ompared to the above simulation. The nal width of the innermost bin isonly σ1 = 0.057 and therefore the eet of two-body relaxation is redued by 40%.Additionally, Fig. 5.3 depits the depletion of the most entral regions, whihwe ould already see in Fig. 5.2. Due to equipartition of energy, aused by two-bodyrelaxation, the entral partiles get slightly less bound and the innermost density prolebeomes shallower.5.2 Dynamial Frition & Tidal StrippingDynamial frition is a gravitational drag fore, introdued by Chandrasekhar (1943).If a heavy point mass is traveling through a uniform bakground mass distribution, itattrats the surrounding partiles and builds up an overdensity in its wake. This over-density ats like a drag fore onto the point mass, whih onsequently gets deelerated.On the other hand this implies a energy transfer from the satellite to the surrounding
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Figure 5.3: The blak solid line and the blak dashed-dotted line show the initial andnal radial density distribution respetively. As the most bound partiles go to higher energythe entral density usp within 10% of the sale length a (dotted line) gets depleted. Thered solid line depits the analyti prole of the Hernquist sphere (Eq. 4.16).
44 Kinematis of Merger simulationsmedium, as the energy of the ombined system (satellite+bakground distribution) isonserved.The original dynamial frition formula of Chandrasekhar (1943), desribing thedeeleration of infalling 'point masses' is,
d
dt
vorb = −4πG2 ln(Λ)Msatρhost(< vorb)
vorb
vorb
, (5.3)where Λ is the Coulomb logarithm (Chandrasekhar, 1943; Binney & Tremaine, 2008),
ρhost(< vorb) is the bakground density of all partiles with veloities smaller than theorbital veloity vorb of the satellite with mass Msat. But this formula is based on three'unrealisti' assumptions, that i) all partiles and the satellite are point masses, ii)there is no self-gravity for the partiles in the wake and iii) the bakground partiledistribution is innite, homogeneous and isotropi. However, by a more onvenienthoie of the Coulomb logarithm Λ and restriting to minor mergers, where the satel-lite's mass is at maximum ≤ 20% of the host galaxy, the dynamial frition fore ofChandrasekhar (1943) is a viable approximation. Furthermore, the dynamial fritiondrag fore Fdf highly depends on the mass of the satellite Ms, as Fdf ∝ M2s . In numer-ial simulations, Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2008) has reently shown, that the mass loss ofan infalling satellite is not negligible and has to be taken into aount.One way to unbind the partiles of the satellite galaxy is violent relaxation, dis-ussed in the next setion, and tidal stripping. A simplied method to explain tidalstripping is the following. If a satellite galaxy with mass m is on a irular orbit arounda massive point mass M with a distane R, it experienes an aeleration GM/R. But,as the satellite has a ertain extension, the two boundaries at the farthest and the near-est end to the point mass M notie a dierent aeleration. If this tidal aelerationis higher than the binding energy of the lowest bound satellite partiles, they an bestripped and leave the satellite's potential well (see also Mo et al. 2010). The radius,at whih this tidal aeleration exeeds the binding energy of the partiles is alledtidal radius rt. So far, due to many idealized assumptions, there are only very rudeapproximations to quantify rt.5.3 Violent relaxationIn ontrast to two-body relaxation, violent relaxation is a physial mehanism, whihwas introdued by Lynden-Bell (1967). In a ollisionless system, violent relaxationeiently redistributes the energy of single stars due to loal utuations of the grav-itational potential,
dE
dt
= −dφ
dt
, (5.4)where E is the energy per unit mass and φ(x, y, z, t) is the gravitational potential of thewhole system. This eet ours on very short timesales, e.g. less than the free-falltime of the system (Bindoni & Seo, 2008).
5.3 Violent relaxation 45Although the theory of violent relaxation is not fully understood until now, weknow that it plays a very important role during the oalesene of two or more galaxies.Therefore, we give a basi desription of the original version of Lynden-Bell (1967) andshow some more reent, slighlty dierent approahes. In Setion 6.4.1 we try to gureout the eet of violent relaxation for numerial simulations.5.3.1 Lynden-Bell's approahThe most basi quantity in stellar dynamis is the ne-grained distribution funtion(DF) or phase spae density f(−→x ,−→v , t), whih speies the number of stars within aninnitesimal volume d3−→x d3−→v at time t. Furthermore, it is onvenient to introdue aoarse- grained distribution funtion F , whih gives the average of the ne-grained DFin a small volume ∆3−→x ∆3−→v . Contrary to the ne-grained DF the oarse-grained onedepends on the partiular hoie of partitioning the phase-spae in whih the volumeelements ∆3−→x ∆3−→v are dened. Additionally, only the evolution of the ne-grainedDF an be desribed by the Boltzmann equation
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+ −→v ∂f
∂−→x −
∂φ
∂−→x
∂f
∂−→v = 0. (5.5)Introduing a hange in partile energy as desribed above, rearranges the orbitsof stars and the system seeks for a new equilibrium onguration. Therefore we dividethe 6 dimensional phase spae in a big number of 'oarse-grained' maroells ni withequal volumes (Lynden-Bell, 1967). All these maroells onsist of a large number
ν of even smaller miroells, where some of those are oupied by a phase elementof partiles. The latter volume is that ne, that it an adequately desribe the ne-grained DF. Combining all maroells results in a marostate, whih an be viewedas a disretized realization of the oarse-grained DF F of the system at time t. Thismeans that F (−→x ,−→v , t), is dened as a disrete funtion on the ith maroell
Fi(
−→x ,−→v , t) = 1
d3−→x d3−→v
∫
d3−→x d3−→v
fd3−→x d3−→v = nin
d3−→x d3−→v , (5.6)where n is the number of partiles in a phase element.Now we alulate a funtional W{ni}, whih gives all possible ombinations ofmaroells for a partiular marostate. Dening S = ln W as an Boltzmann entropy,the new statistial equilibrium state an be seen, as the marostate, whih maximizesthe entropy S under the onstraints of energy and mass onservation. Inluding themass and energy onstraints as Lagrange multipliers λ1, λ2, the maximization proessan be written as,
δ ln W − λ1δN − λ2δE = 0, (5.7)where E = ∑i niǫi is the total onserved energy (ǫi is the mean energy of all partilesin the ith maroell) and N = ∑i ni is the total number of phase elements, whih
46 Kinematis of Merger simulationsindiates mass onservation. Introduing η = n
d3−→x d3−→v
= f(−→x ,−→v , t) as the onstantphase spae density inside eah phase element and applying Stirling's formula for bignumbers Eq. 5.6 beomes:
Fi =
ηni
ν
|S=max =
η
exp(λ1 + λ2ǫi) + 1
(5.8)If we onsider λ2 ≡ β ∝ T−1 as an inverse temperature and µ = −λ1/β as a hemialpotential, Eq. 5.8 yields
Fi =
η
exp[β(ǫi − µ)] + 1
, (5.9)whih nearly resembles the Fermi-Dira statistis of quantum mehanis.After phase mixing (see next setion 5.4), we are in the so-alled non-degeneratelimit, i.e. Fi << η = f(−→x ,−→v , t), and Eq. 5.9 tends to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-tion,
Fi = η exp[−β(ǫi − µ)] = A exp(−βǫi), (5.10)where A = η exp(βµ). This implies, that the nal equilibrium state approahes anisothermal sphere. Unfortunately a physial system an never attain this state, as theisothermal sphere has innite total mass. Therefore real systems undergo an inompleterelaxation proess, whih means, that violent relaxation stops very rapidly, as thepotential utuations die out through eient phase mixing.5.3.2 Other approahesSine the pioneering work of Lynden-Bell (1967), there a many other authors, whotried to improved the theory of violent relaxation. First of all, Shu (1978) argued, thatthe oupation of miroells by phase elements introdues unneessary ompliations.He stresses the point, that stars an be seen as real partiles in phase spae andnot as innitessimal parts of a ontinuum. Therefore, he oupies the miroells bysingle star partiles before he also maximizes the entropy to get the nal equilibriumstate. As onsequene his solution also leads to a ombination of Maxwell-Boltzmanndistributions, but ompared to Lynden-Bell, the veloity dispersions of eah Maxwellianomponent does not depend on the inverse of the phase-spae volume, but on the inverseof the partile mass.On the other hand, both theories of Lynden-Bell and Shu imply mass segregation,as their maroells have dierent masses. As onsequene, the more massive elementsmigrate to the enter, while the less massive one go to the outer parts of the system.To solve this problem, Kull et al. (1997) divides the phase spae in maroells withdierent volumes, but equal masses and nally the oarse-grained distribution funtionagain is a ombination of Maxwellians, but now, all ells are haraterized by the sametemperature.
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Figure 5.4: In the left panel, we an see the initial phase points at pθi = 0, where f = F .As the system evolves the phase points shear and the phase spae volume gets thinner andoupies a larger regions. As more and more 'air' is mixed into the oarse-grained DF, itdereases with time. The right panel depits a very late stage of the system, where thene-grained DF f onsists of innitesimal thin lines. At this stage F << f (see also Binney& Tremaine (2008)).Apart from these examples, there a many other authors, who tried to get a desrip-tion of the nal state of a ollisionless relaxing system by using entropy arguments(Nakamura, 2000; Stiavelli & Bertin, 1987). But reently Arad & Lynden-Bell (2005)argued, that all of them have limitations and they additionally show that the statistial-mehanial theories of violent relaxation are non-transitive. This non transitivity yieldstwo dierent results, if a system either undergoes one violent relaxation proess at oneor two proesses of omparable magnitude. Finally, Arad & Lynden-Bell (2005) on-lude, that the already mentioned inompleteness of violent relaxation (see 5.3.1) isthe most important reason for these shortomings. One way to overome the problemsis to nd a useful evolution equation for the oarse-grained DF.Figure 5.4 shows a shemati realization of this senario. The further evolution ofthe system an be desribed by the ollisionless Boltzmann equation, whih impliesthat the ne-grained DF f stays onstant. Therefore the density of an innitesimalvolume around a phase points does not hange.5.4 Phase MixingIn the previous setion we have shown that phase mixing is responsible for the inom-plete violent relaxation as it rapidly dereases the amplitudes of the potential utu-ations of, e.g. a merging event. Therefore the new equilibrium onguration after amerger never an reah the state of maximum entropy, whih would be an isothermalsphere. On the other hand, it also inreases the entropy of a system, as it dereasesthe oarse grained DF F .The easiest way to illustrate the eet of phase mixing is by onsidering a system of
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N pendulums, eah of the same length L, though all of them have the same dynamialproperties. At the beginning, all of them have are swung bak by an angle θi=0,...,N ,whih all lie in a very small interval ∆θ << θi. Now we dene the ne-grained DF f forthis system, whih is initially the same as the oarse-grained DF F . If the pendulumsare released they all have a dierent angular veloity θ̇i with momenta pθi = lθ̇i, i.e. thependulums with higher initial θi have lower momenta ompared to those with smallerinitial angles.A marosopi observer just an look at a ell of nite size and then he alulatesthe oarse-grained distribution in this ell. Initially f = F , but as the system evolves,the phase-spae volume winds up in to innitesimal thin laments (see Figs. 5.4).Then the observer measures a muh smaller phase-spae density, beause now, a lotof phase-spae around the measured phase point is not oupied but empty. Finallythe measured oarse-grained DF dereased a lot, ompared to the initial value. Thisderease of F , as the pendulums get out of phase is alled phase mixing.
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CHAPTER 6RELAXATION AND STRIPPING: THEEVOLUTION OF SIZES AND DARKMATTER FRACTIONS IN MAJORAND MINOR MERGERS OFELLIPTICAL GALAXIES
In this hapter we investigate ollisionless major and minor mergers ofspheroidal galaxies in the ontext of reent observational insights on the stru-ture of ompat massive early-type galaxies at high redshift and their rapidsize evolution on osmologial timesales. The simulations are performed as aseries of mergers with mass-ratios of 1:1 and 1:10 for models representing purebulges as well as bulges embedded in dark matter halos. For major and minormergers, respetively, we identify and analyse two dierent proesses, violentralaxation and stripping, leading to size evolution and a hange of the darkmatter fration. Violent relaxation - whih is the dominant proess for majormergers but not important for minor mergers - satters relatively more darkmatter partiles than bulge partiles to radii r < re. Stripping in minor merg-ers assembles satellite bulge partiles at large radii in halo dominated regionsof the massive host. This eet strongly inreases the size of the bulge intoregions with higher dark matter frations. For a mass inrease of a fator oftwo, stripping in minor mergers inreases the dark matter fration within theeetive radius by 75 per ent whereas relaxation in one equal-mass mergeronly leads to an inrease of 25 perent. Compared to simple one-omponentvirial estimates, the size evolution in minor mergers of bulges embedded inmassive dark matter halos are very eient. If suh a two-omponent systemgrows by minor mergers only its size growth, r ∝ Mα, will exeed the simpletheoretial limit of α = 2. Our results indiate that minor mergers of galaxiesembedded in massive dark matter halos provide an interesting mehanism fora rapid size growth and the formation of massive elliptial systems with highdark matter frations and radially biased veloity dispersions at large radii.
6.1 Introdution 516.1 IntrodutionReent observations have revealed a population of very ompat, massive (≈ 1011M⊙)and quiesent galaxies at z∼2 with sizes of about ≈ 1kpc (Daddi et al., 2005; Trujilloet al., 2006; Longhetti et al., 2007; Toft et al., 2007; Zirm et al., 2007; Trujillo et al.,2007; Zirm et al., 2007; Buitrago et al., 2008; van Dokkum et al., 2008; Cimatti et al.,2008; Franx et al., 2008; Sarao et al., 2009; Damjanov et al., 2009; Bezanson et al.,2009). Elliptial galaxies of a similar mass today are larger by a fator of 4 - 5 (vander Wel et al., 2008) with at least an order of magnitude lower eetive densities andsigniantly lower veloity dispersions than their high-redshift ounterparts (van derWel et al., 2005, 2008; Cappellari et al., 2009; Cenarro & Trujillo, 2009; van Dokkumet al., 2009; van de Sande et al., 2011). The measured small eetive radii are mostlikely not aused by observational limitations, although the low density material in theouter parts of distant galaxies is diult to detet (Hopkins et al. 2009a). Their lus-tering properties, number densities and ore properties indiate that they are probablythe progenitors of the most massive elliptials and Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs)today (Hopkins et al., 2009a; Bezanson et al., 2009).Possible formation senarios for suh ompat massive galaxies at redshifts z ≈
2 − 3 inlude gas-rih major disk mergers (Wuyts et al., 2010; Bournaud et al., 2011),aretion of satellites and gas, giant old gas ows diretly feeding the entral galaxyin a osmologial setting (Kere² et al., 2005; Naab et al., 2007, 2009; Joung et al., 2009;Dekel et al., 2009; Kere² et al., 2009; Oser et al., 2010) or a ombination of all of these.To explain the subsequent rapid size evolution dierent senarios have been proposed(Fan et al., 2008; Hopkins et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2010). Frequent dissipationlessminor and major mergers, whih are also expeted in a osmologial ontext, seem tobe the most promising (Khohfar & Silk, 2006; De Luia et al., 2006; Guo & White,2008; Hopkins et al., 2010). Minor mergers, in partiular, an redue the eetivestellar densities, mildly redue the veloity dispersions, and rapidly inrease the sizes,building up extended stellar envelopes (Naab et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009; Hopkinset al., 2010; Oser et al., 2010, see however Nipoti et al., 2009a). Dissipationless majormergers will ontribute to mass growth, however, their impat on the evolution of stellardensities, veloity dispersions and sizes is weaker (Boylan-Kolhin et al., 2005; Nipotiet al., 2009a). Observations and theoretial work also provide evidene that early-type galaxies undergo on average only one major merger sine redshift ∼ 2 (Bell et al.,2006b; Khohfar & Silk, 2006; Bell et al., 2006a; Genel et al., 2008) whih would not besuient to explain the observed evolution (Bezanson et al., 2009). In addition, majormergers are highly stohasti and some galaxies should have experiened no majormerger at all, and would therefore still be ompat today. However, suh a populationof galaxies has not been found yet (Trujillo et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2010). Simulationsin a fully osmologial ontext support the importane of numerous minor mergers forthe assembly of massive galaxies. They might initially form at higher redshift duringan early phase of in-situ star formation in the galaxy followed by a seond phasedominated by stellar aretion (dominated by minor merging) onto the galaxy, driving
52 Relaxation and Strippingthe size evolution (Naab et al., 2009; Oser et al., 2010). Diret observational andirumstantial evidene has been reently presented in support of the minor mergersenario (van Dokkum et al., 2010; Trujillo et al., 2011).Using the virial theorem, Naab et al. (2009) and Bezanson et al. (2009) presenteda very simple way to estimate how sizes, densities and veloity dispersions of one-omponent ollisionless systems evolve during mergers with dierent mass ratios. A-ording to this simplied model assuming one-omponent systems on paraboli or-bits, the aretion of loosely bound material (minor mergers) results in a signiantlystronger size inrease than predited for major mergers (Naab et al., 2009). With thesame approah Bezanson et al. (2009) found that eight suessive mergers of mass ratio1:10 an lead to a size inrease of ∼ 5, whih orresponds to the observed dierenebetween old ompat galaxies and today`s massive elliptials. Of ourse, this is onlyvalid for global system properties like the gravitational radii and total mean squarespeeds. The simple model is not inluding violent relaxation eets like mass loss, o-urring during the enounter or non-homology eets whih might hange observablequantities.Early papers on the interations of spheroidal galaxies already disussed many ofthe above mentioned eets using N-body simulations of one-omponent spherial sys-tems. White (1978, 1979), who arried out one of the rst simulations of this kind,already found that relaxation eets are very eient in equal-mass enounters andompletely hange the internal struture of the nal remnants. First of all they ontratin the entral regions and build up diuse envelopes of stars (see also Miller & Smith1980; Villumsen 1983; Farouki et al. 1983), whih leads to a break of homology. Fur-thermore, equal-mass mergers derease population gradients due to the redistributionof partiles in strong mixing proesses (White, 1980; Villumsen, 1983), whih breaksdown in unequal-mass mergers, whih even an enhane metalliity or olor gradient(Villumsen, 1983). Farouki et al. (1983) also showed, that their multiple equal-massmergers niely reover the Faber-Jakson relation (Faber & Jakson 1976, see also Se-tion 2.2) and that the veloity dispersion gets radially biased in the outer regions ofthe newly developed extended envelope. However, they all just used one-omponentmodels and therefore ould not investigate the inuene of the most massive part ofa real galaxy, whih is its dark matter halo. Naab & Trujillo (2006) and Hopkinset al. (2009b) already showed, that more realisti galaxy models, where the bulge isembedded in a dark matter halo, an hange the size inrease.Although dissipationless minor mergers in general are able to inrease sizes and de-rease veloity dispersions, it is not lear if this senario works quantitatively. Nipotiet al. (2003), who are among the rst using spherial two-omponent models, arguedthat dry major and minor mergers alone annot be the main mehanism for the evo-lution of elliptial galaxies, beause their simulated merger remnants did not followthe Faber-Jakson (Faber & Jakson 1976) and Kormendy relations (Kormendy 1977),although they stayed on the fundamental plane. Nipoti et al. (2009a) found that drymajor and minor mergers an bring ompat early-type galaxies loser to the funda-mental plane but the size inrease was too weak for the assumed merger hierarhies.
6.2 Numerial Methods 53Furthermore, dissipationless major merging introdues a strong satter in the salingrelations, whih are observationally very tight. Finally, Nipoti et al. (2009b) laim thatearly-type galaxies assemble only 50% of their mass via dry merging from z∼ 2 untilnow and the expeted size growth of a fator of ∼ 5 is hardly reprodued. However,espeially in their minor merger sequenes, they use very ompat satellites, whihmight underpredit the eetive size growth.There are two main questions we address in this hapter. First, using highly resolvedmultiple equal-mass mergers, we investigate the impat of the massive dark matterhalo on the dynamis of the nal systems. Does it aet the entral regions andan suh mergers really hange the entral dark matter fration, or is the inreasejust an artefat of the inreasing radius (Nipoti et al., 2009b). Seond, we revisit,whether dissipationless minor mergers are really too weak to fully aount for theobserved evolution of ompat early-type galaxies (Nipoti et al., 2003, 2009a) and theimplied size growth. Using more realisti two-omponent models, we are able to drawonlusions about the hange of internal struture for the galaxies in both mergingsenarios.This hapter is organized as follows. First, in setion 6.2 we give an overview ofour initial galaxy setup and the employed numerial methods, before we highlight thevirial preditions in setion 6.3. In Setion 6.4 and 6.5 we show the results for majorand minor mergers, respetively. Finally, we summarize and disuss our ndings insetion 6.6.6.2 Numerial Methods6.2.1 Galaxy ModelsFor the initial galaxy models we assume spherial symmetri, isotropi Hernquist den-sity proles (Hernquist 1990) for both, the luminous and the dark matter (bulge+halo)omponent,
ρi(r) =
Mi
2π
ai
r(r + ai)3
, (6.1)where ρi, Mi and ai are the density, the mass and the sale length of the respetiveomponent i. The potential is
Φi(r) = −
GMi
r + ai
, (6.2)with the gravitational onstant G.On the one hand the projeted Hernquist prole is a reasonable approximationof the R1/4 law (de Vauouleurs 1948) for the luminous omponent (its Sersi indexhowever is loser to n ∼ 2.6, see Naab & Trujillo 2006). On the other hand it is agood representation of the Navarro et al. (1997) prole for the dark matter ompo-nent. Therefore we onsider the Hernquist density distribution a suiently realistidesription for the luminous and dark matter distributions of a typial elliptial galaxy.
54 Relaxation and StrippingFor simpliity, we assume isotropy of the veloity distribution to onstrut a stableinitial onguration, i.e. the bulge and halo omponent are in dynamial equilibrium.We ompute the distribution funtion (DF) fi for eah omponent i, using Eddington'sformula (Binney & Tremaine, 2008),
fi(E) =
1√
8π2
∫ Φ=E
Φ=0
d2ρi
dΦ2T
dΦT√
E − ΦT
, (6.3)where ρi is the density prole of omponent i, E is the relative (positive) energyand ΦT is the total gravitational potential ΦT = Φ∗(+Φdm). Solving distributionfuntions is in general more ompliated than using Jeans equations, but results inmore stable initial onditions (Kazantzidis et al., 2004). Only for a few models, e.g. theone-omponent Hernquist sphere (Hernquist, 1990), the distribution funtion an beomputed analytially. For a two-omponent model (bulge+halo) we have to alulate
fi numerially. As there is no analyti expression for ρi(ΦT ) (see Eq. 6.3) we have totransform the integrand of Eq. 6.3 to be a funtion of radius r,
d2ρi
dΦ2T
dΦT =
(
dΦT
dr
)−2[
d2ρi
dr2
−
−
(
dΦT
dr
)−1
d2ΦT
dr2
dρi
dr
]
dΦT
dr
dr. (6.4)This proedure always results in an analytial expression for the integrand, even formore general γ- proles (Dehnen, 1993) with dierent slopes for the density distri-bution. As a onsequene, the integration limits also have to hange, e.g. Φ(r) = 0beomes r = ∞ and Φ(r) = E has to be solved (numerially) for the radius r.One we have omputed the DF we an randomly sample partiles with radii smallerthan a given ut-o radius and random veloities, whih are smaller than the maximumesape veloity. Then the partile onguration for the galaxy is established using theNeumann rejetion method (see also Chapter 4).The one omponent model is desribed by two parameters, the sale length a∗and the total mass M∗. For the two omponent models, inluding dark matter, weadditionally introdue the dimensionless parameters µ and β for the sale length of thehalo adm = βa∗ and its mass Mdm = µM∗.6.2.2 Model Parameters and Merger OrbitsFor the total dark matter to stellar mass ratio we assume µ = Mdm/M∗ = 10 and theratio of the sale radii is β = adm/a∗ = 11, for all simulations with two-omponent mod-els. We perform a set of simulations for two dierent senarios with M∗ = a∗ = 1.0.In the major merger senario we simulate equal-mass mergers of initially idential,spherially symmetri one- or two-omponent models on zero energy orbits. The en-ounters have paraboli orbits with and without angular momentum (head-on). Forhigher merger generations we dupliate the merger remnant after reahing dynamial
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Figure 6.1: Top panel: Radial density prole for a Hernquist distribution (160k partiles).The blak solid line illustrates the initial prole (t=0) and the dashed-dotted line the nalprole (t = T ∼ 100 × tdyn, where tdyn is the dynamial time at the spherial half-massradius).The analytial prole is indiated by the red dashed line. Inside 10% of the salelength (vertial solid line) the system is aeted (inrease in dispersion and derease indensity) by relaxation eets. However, overall, the system is dynamially stable for atleast 100 dynamial times. Bottom panel: Initial (solid line) and nal (blak dashed line)radial veloity dispersion prole.
56 Relaxation and Strippingequilibrium at the enter and merge them again on orbits with the same energy butdierent infall diretions. In total, we simulate three generations of head-on equal-massmergers, and two generations with angular momentum (see also table 6.1).In the minor merger senario our simulation sequenes start with an initial massratio of 1:10, i.e. Mhost = 10Msat and a stellar sale radius of the satellite of a∗,sat = 1.0.On the rst glane this hoie for the satellite's sale radius seems very unrealistiand does not agree with any observed mass-size relation (see Fig. 2.1), but reentobservations show that the sizes of less massive elliptials onverge at an eetiveradius of re ∼ 1kpc (Misgeld & Hilker, 2011). Therefore the satellite galaxies have thesame size as the ompat early-type hosts, although they are an order of magnitudeless massive. For omparison, we made two sequenes (with one- and two-omponentmodels), of head-on minor mergers, where the satellite's sale radii are half the host'ssale radius a∗,sat = 0.5, though the satellites lie on an extrapolation of the observedmass-size relation of Williams et al. (2010) at z = 2 (see Fig. 2.1 and table 6.1).The host galaxy for the next generation is the virialized end produt of the previousaretion event. This host is merged with a satellite idential to the rst generation.The mass ratio for this merger is now 1:11. We repeat this proedure until the hostgalaxy has doubled its mass, i.e. 10 minor mergers. The nal mass ratio of the mergeris 1:19. Again we simulate one- and two-omponent mergers with zero (head-on) andnon-zero angular momentum. As the mergers of the bulge+halo model with angularmomentum are omputationally expensive we only simulate 6 generations.For all head-on mergers we separate the enters by a distane d and assign them arelative veloity vrel = 2√GMh/d, where Mh is the total attrating mass of the hostgalaxy within radius d. This veloity orresponds to an orbit with zero energy andzero angular momentum, i.e. the galaxies will have a zero relative veloity at innitedistane. The distane d is always large enough to obtain virialized remnants at theend of eah generation. As the merger remnants after the rst generation will not bespherial anymore, their mutual orientation is randomly assigned at the beginning ofeah new merger event.For the mergers with angular momentum we set the impat parameters to half ofthe spherial half-mass radius of the host's bulge and separate the galaxies far enoughso that the initial overlap is very small.6.2.3 Simulations and Stability TestsAll simulations were performed with VINE (Wetzstein et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2009),an eient parallelized tree-ode. We use a spline softening kernel with a softeninglength ǫ = 0.02 for all runs. In general, the softening length depends on the partilenumber (e.g. Merritt 1996; Dehnen 2001) and we found ǫ = 0.02 to be the best valuelooking at the balane between omputational osts and stability of the models. Forthe major merger simulations the seed galaxy onsists of N∗ = 1.6×105 bulge partilesfor the one-omponent (bulge only) model and N∗ = 2 × 104 for the two-omponentmodel, whih has an additional halo of NDM = 2× 105 partiles of the same mass. For
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Figure 6.2: Top left panel: Radial density prole for the two-omponent realizationwith 1100k partiles. The bulge to halo mass ratio is 1:10. The solid blak lines illustratethe initial proles (t=0) of the bulge and the halo and the dashed-dotted lines their nalproles (t > 60tdyn). The analyti Hernquist proles are indiated by the red dashed line.Bottom left panel: Radial veloity dispersion of the total system (blue solid: initially, bluedashed-dotted: nal), the bulge and the halo separately. Inside 0.3a∗ the model is aetedby two-body relaxation, but overall it is stable. Right panels: Time evolution of the radiienlosing 80%, 50%, 30% and 10% mass (blak lines from top to bottom) of the bulge(top panel) and halo (bottom panel). The red lines show the eetive radius of the bulge(upper panel) and the gravitational radius of the whole system (bottom panel). Exept the10% radius of the bulge, whih shows a slight inrease, all mass radii stay onstant over
> 60 dynamial times.
58 Relaxation and StrippingRun Gen. a∗,sat Mub(%) M∗,ub(%)B1ho 3 1.0 12.3 12.3B1am 2 1.0 15.0 15.0HB1ho 3 1.0 10.1 2.5HB1am 2 1.0 8.8 2.0B10hod 10 1.0 21.8 21.8B10amd 10 1.0 20.9 20.9B10ho 10 0.5 21.7 21.7HB10hod 10 1.0 35.6 20.4HB10amd 6 1.0 19.5 7.9HB10ho 10 0.5 20.9 7.2Table 6.1: This table gives the name of the hierarhy (1st olumn), the number ofgenerations (2nd), the initial sale radius of the satellite (3rd), the amount of unboundmass of the total nal remnant (4th) and the orresponding stellar mass loss (5th). Thename an be explained as followed; B/HB: bulge or halo+bulge, 1/10: major/minor merger,am/ho: orbit with/without angular momentum. In the ase of the minor merger senarios,/d indiates wether we hose a ompat or diuse satellite.the aretion senario, the one- and two-omponent host galaxies both have N∗ = 105bulge partiles and the latter has NDM = 106 halo partiles. The satellites have tentimes less partiles for all omponents.In Figure 6.1 we demonstrate the stability of the bulge only model with 160k par-tiles by omparing the initial and nal (100 dynamial times) density (top panel)and radial veloity dispersion (bottom panel) as a funtion of radius to the analytialsolution of the Hernquist sphere. In general the model is very stable after the wholesimulation time, exept in the innermost parts, where two-body relaxation beomesimportant. At the highest densities, inside 10% of the sale radius the relaxation time
trelax of the model is very small. Consequently two-body enounters hange the entralpartile's energy and deplete the high density regions. Looking at the initial and nalnumber of partiles within 0.1a∗, we nd that half of the partiles esape this regionand go to lower binding energies, whih is in good agreement to the results of Setion4.3. However, at larger radii the models are very stable with a very good agreementwith the analytial solution. The radii enlosing 30, 50 and 80 per ent of the stellarmass stay perfetly onstant.The stability of the two-omponent system is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2. Our initialmodel, onstruted of two Hernquist spheres, is again very stable over a long simulationperiod of more than 60 dynamial times. The density and the veloity dispersion do nothange signiantly. Again the innermost regions of the bulge distribution are aetedby two-body relaxation as the partile number is similar to the former one-omponentsphere. However, looking at the mass radii of the bulge and the halo we observe nosigniant hanges. The apparent ontration of the mass radii enlosing 80% or 50%
6.3 Analyti Preditions 59is less than 5% for the halo and less than 2% for the bulge and is an artefat of theut-o radius (see Setion 4.3). The gravitational radius and the eetive radius whihwe use in this paper stay onstant.Therefore we onlude that our results are not aeted by two-body relaxation andother numerial artifats on the initial onditions.6.3 Analyti PreditionsNaab et al. (2009) found a very simple presription of how stellar systems evolve duringa merger event. This will be extended later on and therefore is reviewed briey. Usingthe virial theorem and assuming energy onservation we an approximate the ratios ofthe initial to the nal mean square speed 〈v2i/f 〉, gravitational radius rg,i/f and density
ρi/f of a merging system. Aording to Binney & Tremaine (2008) the total energy ofa system is
Ei = Ki + Wi = −Ki =
1
2
Wi
= −1
2
Mi〈v2i 〉 = −
1
2
GM2i
rg,i
, (6.5)where Ei and Mi are the system's initial total energy and mass. The gravitationalradius is dened as
rg,i ≡
GM2i
Wi
, (6.6)with the total potential energy Wi. Now we dene Ea, Ma, rg,a and 〈v2a〉 as the energy,mass, gravitational radius and mean square speed of the areted system. Further-more, η = Ma/Mi and ǫ = 〈v2a〉/〈v2i 〉 are the dimensionless mass and veloity frationsrespetively. By ombining these assumptions with equation 6.5 we obtain
〈v2f 〉
〈v2i 〉
=
(1 + ηǫ)
(1 + η)
, (6.7)
rg,f
rg,i
=
(1 + η)2
(1 + ηǫ)
, (6.8)
ρf
ρi
=
(1 + ηǫ)3
(1 + η)5
, (6.9)for the ratios of the nal to initial mean square speed, gravitational radius and density.In the very simple ase of an equal mass merger of two idential systems η = ǫ = 1,
rg is doubled (Eq. 6.8), 〈v2〉 stays onstant (Eq. 6.7) and ρ dereases by a fator of 4(Eq. 6.9). If we use equations 6.7-6.9 for a minor merger senario, where 〈v2a〉 << 〈v2i 〉and ǫ << 1, the size of the nal system an inrease by a fator of ∼ 4, as r ∝ M2.
60 Relaxation and StrippingAdditionally, the nal veloity dispersion and density are redued by a fator of 2 and32, respetively. These hanges are quantitatively in good agreement with observations.However, this simple, analyti model suers from a number of limitations, apartfrom the restritions to paraboli orbits and ollisionless systems. The eet of violentrelaxation (Lynden-Bell, 1967) in the rapidly hanging potential during the merger willsatter partiles in the energy spae, making some more bound and unbind others fromthe system. Thus, energy is not perfetly onserved. Additionally, realisti spheroidalgalaxies are omposed of two ollisionless omponents, dark and luminous matter withdierent spatial distributions, whih are expeted to reat dierently to a merger event.In the following we investigate the eet of violent relaxation and dark matter forspheroidal mergers with mass ratios of 1:1 and 1:10.6.4 Major MergersIn the ase of equal-mass mergers, the eet of violent relaxation is very strong andhas a signiant eet on the dierential energy distributions of the remnants. The leftpanel of Fig. 6.3 indiates, that the initial narrow distribution (blak line) beomesbroader with eah generation in a way that tightly bound partiles get even more boundand some weakly bound ones gain enough energy to esape the galati potential. Thetheoretial framework of violent relaxation is very omplex and sine the pioneeringwork of Lynden-Bell (1967), there have been many approahes to develop a more viabletheory, whih an desribe the nal equilibrium onguration of a violently relaxingsystem (e.g. Shu 1978; Nakamura 2000). In the following, we briey repeat the originalapproah of Lynden-Bell (1967) (Setion 5.3.1), before we disuss our results withrespet to another slightly dierent approah of Spergel & Hernquist (1992).6.4.1 Violent relaxationDuring the approah of two ollisionless systems the total gravitational potential Φvaries with time, whih leads to a non-onservation of energy of single partiles,(Lynden-Bell, 1967; Spergel & Hernquist, 1992)
dǫ
dt
= −∂Φ
∂t
, (6.10)where ǫ is the energy per unit mass. In aordane with the time dependent virialtheorem,
1
2
d2I
dt2
= 2T + V, (6.11)where I is the moment of inertia tensor, the galaxy will onvert its total potentialenergy V into kineti energy T and bak. In equilibrium, Ï = 0 so T = −E, V = 2E,with E = T + V being the total energy. Away from equilibrium the total energy E is
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Figure 6.3: Left panel: Energy distribution of the initial host galaxy and three generationsof head-on major mergers (B1ho). The initial distribution (solid blak line) is broadened byeah merger towards lower and higher (esapers) energies. Finally the most bound partileshave two times their initial binding energy. The mean energy of the total system staysonstant (vertial dashed lines). Right panel: Here we investigate the eet of violentrelaxation on the partiles of one galaxy. The overall evolution is the same as in the leftpanel, i.e. the nal width is the same. Looking at three dierent energy bins at high (red,
−0.85 < ǫ < −0.81), intermediate (green, −0.55 < ǫ < −0.51) and low binding energies(light blue, −0.1 < ǫ < −0.06), they show a dierent evolution. As the innermost andthe intermediate bin suer more from violent relaxation, their nal width is muh broaderompared to the outermost bin. Additionally, due to the esaping partiles, the latter binannot be tted by a gaussian, whereas the other two bins an be tted by a gaussian witha width of σ = 0.14. The vertial lines indiate, that the mean of the most bound partileis shifted to even higher binding energies (to the left) ompared to the other two bins.
62 Relaxation and Strippingonstant, but T and V satter about these values, whih widens the dierential energydistribution N(E), where N(E) gives the number N of stars within an energy interval
E + dE.This evolution is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 6.3, where the energy distri-bution N(ǫ) beomes wider with eah higher merger generation. Spergel & Hernquist(1992) did similar simulations and nd exatly the same results. Using the Ansatzthat violent relaxation an be approximated by sattering eets of single partiles,they nd an analyti predition of the nal equilibrium onguration of an equal-massmerger. Furthermore, they illustrate, that the probability funtion of the satteringeets beomes gaussian. In the right panel of Fig. 6.3 we selet three dierent parti-le bins, with low (−0.06 < E < −0.1), intermediate (−0.55 < E < −0.51) and high
(−0.85 < E < −0.81) binding energies from the initial host galaxy. After the nalmerger, these narrow bins are broadened signiantly and the two innermost bins anbe perfetly tted by a gaussian of width σ = 0.14. Due to esaping partiles, the out-ermost bin does not develop a gaussian shape. Furthermore, the vertial lines indiate,that the mean energy of the innermost bin (red lines) is signiantly shifted to higherbinding energies, whereas the mean energies of the intermediate and weakly bound par-tiles only show a small shift to higher and lower binding energies, respetively. Furtherinvestigation of the innermost energy bin indiates that, at the rst lose enounter, itis shifted to higher binding energies (left panel Fig. 6.4, t = 110 → 120) and broadenedby a fator of 3 (σ = 0.2 → 0.6). This an be explained by a sudden deepening of thepotential, as eah galaxy experienes a doubled mass in its enter during their losestapproah (see also right panel of Fig. 6.4). Afterwards, the two galaxies separate andthe mean energy goes nearly bak to its original value, without further broadening(t = 130). During the seond lose enounter, this senario is repeated, i.e. the highestenergy bin is shifted to even higher binding energies aompanied by a strong widening(t = 130 → 140), before it osillates bak into a less bound state (t = 140 → 150). Butnow, the partile bin resides at a slightly higher mean binding energy and does not gobak to its initial position. In the right panel of Fig. 6.4 we depit the evolution of themean potentials of the three energy bins shown in Fig. 6.3, whih osillate strongly forthe strong bound partiles (red, green line). Additionally, for the innermost bin, theenergy shifts and broadening is obviously orrelated to these potential utuations. Onthe other hand, we an see, that these utuations vanish rapidly, due to phase mixing,whih results in a so alled inomplete relaxation (Lynden-Bell, 1967; Shu, 1978).Cheking the eet of two-body relaxation for the isolated host during the same timeinterval yields a muh weaker eet (e.g. σ = 0.02 → 0.03 between t = 110 → 160). Toget a omparable broadening by two-body relaxation, we have to run the simulationfor more than 2000 time steps (see Setion 5.1)Therefore, we onlude, that violent relaxation yields a signiant widening of singleenergy bins, whih results in a muh broader dierential energy distribution. As aonsequene, some of the weakly bound partiles aquire positive binding energies andan esape the remnants potential. On the other hand, violent relaxation oers newenergy states by deepening the total gravitational potential, into whih the most bound
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Figure 6.4: Left panel: Time evolution for the energy distribution of the most boundenergy bin in Fig. 6.3 (red bin). The initial distribution at t = 100 (0) is slightly broadenedto σ110 = 0.02 (1) by two-body relaxation. At the rst lose enounter t ≈ 120 (2) thepotential hanges rapidly (see also right panel), the partiles get shifted to higher bindingenergies and the energy distribution widens to σ120 = 0.06. As the two galaxies y awayfrom eah other, the potential inreases and the partiles go bak to lower binding energies(3) without further broadening of the distribution. During the seond lose enounter, thissenario repeats, i.e. the distribution beomes broader when the mean energy is shiftedto a higher binding energy (4). After t = 150 (5) the entral regions show only negligiblepotential utuations and the partile distribution is slowly aeted by two-body relaxation.In the merger, the innermost energy bin is broadened from 0.02 − 0.1, while in isolation,the same bin only is slightly aeted by two-body relaxation (σ = 0.02 → 0.03) in thesame time interval. Right panel: The utuations of the mean potential of the three energybins in Fig. 6.3 are strongest in the entral regions (red bin) and derease for lower boundpartiles (green/light blue bin, Fig. 6.3). For the outermost bin, the utuations are toosmall to be visible in this panel.
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Figure 6.5: Top panel: Dierential energy distribution for two-omponent initial on-ditions (blak) and after the rst (blue), seond (green), and third (red) generation. Thesolid lines depit the distribution of all partiles, the dashed lines of the bulge and thedotted lines of the halo. In general, the evolution of the total system is similar to theone-omponent system (left panel, Fig. 6.3). The mean binding energies of the remnants(vertial dashed lines) stay onstant. However, relatively more dark matter partiles thanbulge partiles are sattered to low energies (more bound), thereby inreasing the entraldark matter fration. Bottom panel: The entral ratio of dark matter to bulge partiles,alulated for ten energy bins, inreases with eah generation. Finally, there are nearly asmany dark matter as bulge partiles in the innermost bin. The small vertial lines at thetop of the panel indiate the energy of the 50% most bound bulge partiles, whih staysonstant after the rst merger.
6.4 Major Mergers 65partiles are sattered. As result, they beome even more tightly bound.In the top panel of Fig. 6.5 we an see, that the overall energy distribution ofthe same merger history of two-omponent models (solid lines) evolves the same asfor the one omponent models, i.e. the tightly bound partiles go to states with evenhigher binding energies and some low bound ones get unbound (positive energies). Butlooking at the dierent omponents separately, we an see, that with eah generation,the number of dark matter partiles in the highly bound regions inrease more thanthe number of bulge partiles. This behavior an also be seen in the bottom panelof Fig. 6.5, as the fration of dark matter to bulge partiles onverges to one in theentral regions. As the energy of the 50% most bound bulge partiles, indiated bythe small vertial lines at the top of this panel, only hanges for the rst generation,this indiates that the struture of the system hanges, whih implies a 'real' hangeof the dark matter fration. The fat, that more dark matter than bulge partileswander to higher binding energies is illustrated in Fig. 6.6, where we take a loser lookat the remnant of the rst merger generation. Overall, the amount of dark matter,going to higher binding energies, is signiantly larger for most of the ten energy bins,espeially for ǫ ≥ −1.2, whih is the region where the initial number of halo partilesequals the number of bulge partiles (see top panel Fig. 6.5). Although there are onlyvery few dark matter partiles in the initially most bound regions, a non-negligibleamount oupies the nally most bound state of the remnant.Finally, we an say, that violent relaxation rearranges the distributions of dark andluminous matter in energy spae, whih yields a higher dark matter fration in theenter of the nal system, whih is not just an eet of the inreasing mass radius.6.4.2 Veloity dispersionOne ruial ondition of violent relaxation is, that eah merging system evolves to astate of higher entropy. Ideally, if violent relaxation would be omplete, the nal stateof a relaxing system should be the maximum entropy state, the isothermal sphere. Inreality, phase mixing damps the potential utuations of a merger rapidly, and violentrelaxation is inomplete, whih results in a nal equilibrium distribution whih doesnot reah a maximum entropy state.Nevertheless the left panel of Fig. 6.7 shows that the radial veloity dispersion ofthe nal remnant (red line) in the one-omponent merger senario an well be tted bya Jae prole (Jae, 1983), whih resembles the inner parts of the singular isothermalsphere (Tremaine et al., 1994). In the ase of two-omponent models (right panel Fig.6.7) we get the same result, i.e. the total (solid line) and also the bulge prole (dottedline) get lose to a Jae prole. Spergel & Hernquist (1992) nd the same trend foronly one generation of a head-on equal mass merger, whih leads to the onlusion,that although the maximum entropy state an never be reahed, eah major mergerevent brings the nal system loser to this state. Another proof, that the struture ofthe systems hanges is shown by the struture parameter c in both panels of Fig. 6.7.As the parameter hanges and the nal energy distribution of both merger hierarhies
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Figure 6.6: This panel shows, in whih bins bulge and halo partiles get sattered duringthe rst merger (blak to blue line in Fig. 6.5). Initially, the binding energies ǫ < −2.0are not oupied, whih means that the bin left to this energy onsists of partiles, whihome from higher energies, highlighted by a the intermediate blue (halo) and red (bulge)histograms with left pointing arrow. At energies ǫ ≥ −2.0 there are also partiles whihstay in its initial energy bin, whih is depited by the dark blue (halo) and dark red (bulge)histograms with arrows pointing downwards. The light blue/red regions with the rightpointing arrows at the top right of the gure show all the halo/bulge partiles whih gofrom higher to lower binding energies. All energy bins are normalized to eah bins totalnumber of partiles. Overall we an see, that in most of the nal energy bins (espeially at
ǫ ≥ −1.2), muh more dark matter than bulge partiles ome from higher binding energies,whih is onsistent with the inreasing fration of entral dark matter partiles (bottompanel Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.7: Top left: Final radial veloity dispersions of the one-omponent mergergenerations (B1ho). The olors depit the dierent generations. The dashed-dotted lineindiates the veloity dispersion of a Jae prole, whih has the same sale length and massas the last remnant. The latter prole resembles the inner parts of the singular isothermalsphere whih is a very good t to our last merger remnant. As the struture parameters
c dereases with eah generation homology is not preserved. Bottom left: Anisotropyparameter β (eq. 6.12) against radius of three generations of one-omponent equal-massmergers. As β > 0 for higher generations the remnants beome radially anisotropi overthe whole radial range. The half-mass radius r50 is the radius of the sphere, whih inludeshalf of the bound system mass. Top right panel: Here we show the same as in the leftpanel for the head-on two-omponent mergers (HB1ho). The bottom right panel depitsthe anisotropy parameter for the bulge. Here, r50 is the spherial half mass radii of thetotal (top) and stellar (bottom) bound remnants.
68 Relaxation and Strippinghave a dierent shape (see above), homology is not preserved.Furthermore, in the bottom panels of Fig. 6.7 we an see, that the initially isotropiremnants beome radially anisotropi over nearly the whole radial range. Already afterthe rst merger generation the anisotropy parameter (Binney & Tremaine, 2008)
β = 1 −
σ2θ + σ
2
φ
2σ2r
. (6.12)gets positive, whih indiates radial anisotropy. But this result is not surprising, as weonly use orbits with very small or zero impat parameter. Consequently, most of thematerial falls in radially, whih then auses the veloity distribution to beome radiallybiased (see also Boylan-Kolhin & Ma 2004).6.4.3 System EvolutionIn Fig. 6.8 we ompare the simple theoretial preditions for the gravitational radius(Eq. 6.8), the density (Eq. 6.9) and the mean square speeds (Eq. 6.7) to the dierentmajor merger senarios.The top panel shows the evolution of the mean square speeds of the one- and two-omponent equal mass mergers with the total bound mass of the system. Aording toEq. 6.7 the mean square speed should remain unhanged (dashed line), but obviously itinreases with eah generation. As a onsequene, the growth of the total gravitationalradius (middle panel of Fig. 6.9) and the density derease (bottom panel of Fig. 6.9)is weaker than expeted. The same trend was reported by Nipoti et al. (2003, 2009a)who argued that the simple analytial predition is only valid for an idealized asewithout esaping partiles. In the 4th olumn of table 6.1 we an see, that the amountof unbound mass after the merger is not negligible and adds up to about 12, 15, 10and 9% per ent of the total mass for the senarios B1ho, B1am, HB1ho and HB1amrespetively. As the oalesene time for the one-omponent mergers with angularmomentum (B1am) is longer than for the head-on orbits, this hierarhy suers mostfrom violent relaxation and has the largest amount of esaping partiles. The sameeet an be seen for the two-omponent ase, where two merger generations withangular momentum have nearly as muh mass loss as three generations of the head-onounterparts (≈ 9% ompared to ≈ 10%). Looking at the last olumn of table 6.1 wean see, that nearly all esaping partiles for the bulge+halo models are from the halo,as nearly no stellar mass gets lost (M∗,ub < 3%).Going bak to the analyti preditions and taking the eet of esapers into aount(see also Nipoti et al., 2003) we an re-write the energy equation using the energy ofthe bound nal system Ef and the energy of the esaping partiles Eesc,
Ef + Eesc = Ei + Ea. (6.13)We assume that the esaping partiles have essentially zero potential energy, so that
Eesc = +
1
2
Mesc〈v2esc〉. (6.14)
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Figure 6.8: Normalized evolution of the mean square speeds (top panel), gravitationalradii (middle panel) and densities within the gravitational radius (bottom panel) for allequal-mass merger hierarhies (see table 6.1) plotted against the normalized bound systemmass Mb,i. The dierene in evolution, to a simple analytial estimate (blak dashed line,Eqs. 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9) an be aounted for by esapers (dashed-dotted lines, Eqs. 6.15-6.17).
70 Relaxation and StrippingWith α ≡ Mesc/Mi as the ratio of mass, lost in esapers to initial mass and β ≡
〈v2esc〉/〈v2i 〉 as the ratio of the mean square speed of the esapers and the initial system,we an now re-write equations 6.7 to 6.9 as
〈v2f〉
〈v2i 〉
=
(1 + ηǫ + αβ)
(1 + η − α) , (6.15)
rg,f
rg,i
=
(1 + η − α)2
(1 + ηǫ + αβ)
(6.16)and
ρf
ρi
=
(1 + ηǫ + αβ)3
(1 + η − α)5 . (6.17)The dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 6.8 indiate that the updated analyti preditions arein good agreement with our simulation results. The deviations are less than a few perent for the one- and two- omponent models, respetively.The situation beomes more ompliated, if we separate the veloities of the bulgeand the halo omponent (left panel of Fig. 6.9). The mean square speed of the bulge(green squares) inreases more (nally > 50%) with respet to the total system (blaksquares), whereas the halo (blue squares) speed stays below the total. Here violentrelaxation and dynamial frition lead to an energy transfer from the bulge to thehalo, i.e. the nal bulge is more tightly bound than the initial one (see also Boylan-Kolhin et al. 2005 for a disussion of the eet of dierent orbits).This eet an be estimated based on the ratio of dark and stellar matter. Thetotal kineti energy of the system is
m∗〈v2∗〉 + mdm〈v2dm〉 = mtot〈v2tot〉. (6.18)With mtot ≡ m∗ + mdm and introduing ∆〈v2∗/dm〉 = 〈v2∗/dm〉 − 〈v2tot〉 we obtain,
m∗∆〈v2∗〉 + mdm∆〈v2dm〉 = 0 (6.19)and the additional growth of the stellar mean square speeds is
∆〈v2∗〉 = −
mdm
m∗
∆〈v2dm〉. (6.20)If we now add ∆〈v2∗〉 to the mean square speed of the galaxy 〈v2tot〉 we an onsistentlypredit the bulge dispersion (green solid line in the left panel of Fig. 6.9).As violent relaxation satters partiles into states with higher binding energy, theentral region beomes slightly ontrated relative to the totals system growth (de-pited by the gravitational radius). In the right panel of Fig. 6.9 we show the radiienlosing the 20, 50 and 80 % most bound partiles normalized to the evolution of thegravitational radius. The inner regions expand less and the outer regions more thanthe gravitational radius. This eet is already desribed in White (1978, 1979) and
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Figure 6.9: Left panel: Here we ompare the mean square speeds of the total system(blak squares), the halo (blue squares) and the bulge (green squares) for the simulationsof two-omponent models with head-on orbits (HB1ho). The more rapid inrease of thebulge veloities an be explained by an energy transfer from the halo to the bulge (greensolid line, see Eq. 6.20). In the entral regions this eet is even more eient, as themean square speeds within the spherial half-mass radius (orresponding triangles) of thebulge inrease more. The dashed green line indiates the expetation of Eq. 6.20 for theentral region and the green star depits the mean eetive veloity dispersion. Right panel:Evolution of the radii enlosing the 20% (dashed), 50% (solid) and 80% (dashed-dotted)most bound partiles normalized to the evolution of the gravitational radius , rg, (sameolors as in Fig. 6.8). The inner regions expand less and the outer regions more than thegravitational radius. All ratios are normalized to the initial values.
72 Relaxation and Strippingalso lead to a signiant non-homology of the system (see also Boylan-Kolhin et al.2005), as it evolves through suessive mergers.On the other hand, this high entral density leads to higher entral veloities (tri-angles, left panel Fig. 6.9). If we now add ∆〈v2∗〉 (Eq. 6.20) to 〈v2tot〉 for the entralregions we again get a very good predition for the entral bulge veloity (green dottedline).Now we hange fous from theoretial galaxy properties, like the gravitational ra-dius, to diretly observable galaxy properties like the line-of-sight veloity dispersion
σe, the eetive radius re and the projeted surfae density Σe. We dene re as themean radius inluding half of the projeted bound stellar mass along the three majoraxis and σe, Σe as the mean projeted veloity dispersions and mean surfae densi-ties within re, respetively. The green stars in the top panel of Fig. 6.10 show, thatthe eetive veloity dispersion σ2e for the two-omponent mergers with head-on orbits(HB1ho) evolves similar to the entral mean square speeds of the bulge (left panelFig. 6.9), with a nal value a fator ∼ 1.9 higher than initial. For the one-omponentmerger hierarhies, the entral regions are also aeted by the ontration eet andthe innermost mass radii grow less than the gravitational radius (right panel Fig. 6.9).This eet is stronger for the senario with angular momentum orbits, as the naloalesene takes longer and therefore, σ2e inreases more ompared to the head-onase (top panel Fig. 6.10). That means that the amount of esaping partiles, whihadditionally leads to a ontration of the entral regions (right panel Fig. 6.9), hanges
σe of both systems, but for the two-omponent mergers there is an additional transferof kineti energy from the halo to the bulge partiles.In ontrast to the gravitational radii, the observable eetive radii of one- and two-omponent major mergers follow the simple analyti preditions Eq. 6.7-6.9, althoughthe dispersion does not. As re ∝ M/σ2e we would expet smaller radii, similar to theevolution of the gravitational radii in Fig. 6.8. Projetion eets an be ruled out, asthe spherial half-mass radii of the bound remnants evolve similar to re and it annot bean eet of dark matter alone. As disussed in Nipoti et al. (2003) and Boylan-Kolhinet al. (2005) and looking at the dierent evolution of dierent mass radii (right panelFig. 6.9), we also nd, that the systems hange their internal struture with eahmerger generation. This eet of non-homology an be quantied by the strutureparameter c whih onnets the stellar mass of the systems to its observed size andveloity dispersion (see also Figs. 6.7),
M∗ = c ·
reσ
2
e
G
, (6.21)where we dene M∗ as the bound bulge mass of the merger remnants, to get a ompara-ble value for c of both merger hierarhies (see also Prugniel & Simien 1997; Nipoti et al.2009b). A hange in c indiates that the merger remnants do not have a self-similarstruture. For the major mergers we nd a ontinuous derease of c with eah mergergeneration (lled irles in Fig. 6.11). The derease after one merger generation isslightly stronger (fator of 1.8) for the models inluding dark matter (red and green
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Figure 6.10: Same as Fig. 6.8 but for 'observable' bulge properties like the eetiveline-of-sight veloity dispersion (top panel), the projeted spherial half-mass (eetive)radius (middle panel) and the eetive surfae density (bottom panel) versus the boundstellar mass normalized to the initial stellar mass. The dashed lines indiate the simpleanalyti preditions (Eqs. 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9) and the dotted line in the top panel is theexpetation for σ2e (see also Fig. 6.9). Surprisingly, the observable values for the bulge sizes(and therefore eetive surfae brightness) agree with the analyti predition.
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Figure 6.11: The dark matter fration (stars) within the spherial half-mass radius ofthe bulge, fdm = Mdm/(Mdm+M∗) of the two-omponent major mergers versus the boundmass, normalized to the initial mass. The entral dark matter fration (r < r50,b) inreasesby a fator of 1.5 after three generations for the head-on orbits (green). The lled irlesindiate the evolution of the struture parameter c = GMbulge/(reσ2e). The parameterdereases for one-omponent and two-omponent systems indiating a break in homology.irles) ompared to the bulge only model with radial orbits (fator of 1.5; blak ir-les). This disrepany an be explained by the inreasing dark matter fration (stars,Fig. 6.11) within the spherial half-mass radius of the bulge+halo models. In setion6.4.1 we have already shown, that this is not just an eet of inreasing radii (as arguedby Nipoti et al. 2009b). In the enter, the amount of dark matter partiles grows moreompared to bulge partiles and we observe a real inrease of entral the dark matterfration. This is in good agreement to Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2005), who also ndsthat, espeially for equal-mass mergers on radial orbits, homology is not preserved andthe dark matter fration inreases.Finally, looking at the saling relations for the rst remnant, we obtain reasonableresults ompared to, e.g. Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2005), who looked at merger remnantsafter one generation of equal-mass mergers. The rst remnants of our equal-massmerger senario, gives a mass-size relation,
re ∝ Mα∗ , (6.22)with α = 0.8 − 1.0 and a mass-veloity-dispersion relation,
M∗ ∝ σβe , (6.23)with β = 3.3−5.1. Compared to observations (e.g. α = 0.56, Shen et al. 2003), our sizeinrease is too high. But as Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2005) already pointed out, radial
6.5 Minor Mergers 75orbits yield an higher growth in size and veloity. As our orbits all have zero or verysmall perientri distanes, this explains the disrepanies with the observations.6.5 Minor MergersIn this setion we investigate the eet of minor mergers with initial mass-ratios of 1:10.In ontrast to major mergers, the theoretially predited size inrease per added masswould be higher aompanied with a signiant derease of the veloity dispersions anddensities (Eq. 6.7-6.9).In Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 we show the total energy distributions (solid lines) for asequene of head-on, one- (B10ho) and two-omponent (HB10hod) minor mergers,respetively. For both, nearly all esaping partiles are from the satellites (red dashed-dotted line in both gures), whih indiates that violent relaxation only aets thein-falling material and has a negligible eet on the distribution of the host partiles.As the satellites are less bound than the host galaxy we get a very high fration ofunbound mass for the nal remnants. Furthermore, we an see that almost no aretedpartiles assemble at the entral regions. The shift of the highest bound partiles tohigher energies (right) in both senarios is aused by two-body relaxation, whih ismost eetive in these high density regions (see Setion 5.1). Combining this shiftwith the eet, that most satellite partiles assemble at low binding energies, we getan inrease of the mean binding energies. For the bulge only mergers, this derease ofthe mean energy an also be predited analytially.The potential energy for a Hernquist sphere is (Hernquist, 1990),
W = −GM
2
6a
, (6.24)and aording to the virial theorem the total energy of a system in equilibrium is
E =
1
2
W = −GM
2
12a
. (6.25)Additionally to the formerly dened mass ratio η ≡ Ma
Mi
we dene the ratio of theareted and initial sale radii as ζ ≡ aa
ai
. Assuming energy onservation for a zeroenergy orbit, the system's nal energy is:
Ef = Ei + Ea = −
M2i
12ai
− M
2
a
12aa
(6.26)
= − M
2
i
12ai
− (ηMi)
2
12ζai
= − M
2
i
12ai
(1 +
η2
ζ
) (6.27)
= Ei(1 +
η2
ζ
) (6.28)
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Figure 6.12: Dierential energy distribution for the initial one-omponent system (blak)and two (purple), ve (blue), eight (green), and 10 generations of 1:10 head-on mergers(B10ho). The red dashed-dotted line indiates the energy distribution of all aretedmaterial, whih shows that nearly all esapers ome from the satellites and nearly no partilesassemble at the enter. In ontrast to equal-mass mergers (left panel, Fig. 6.4) all boundpartiles beome less bound as the mean binding energy of the systems (vertial dashedlines) dereases with eah merger generation.Furthermore we alulate the mean nal energy εf ,
εf =
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2
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) (6.30)Here we used the fat that for equal mass partiles the total number of partiles isequivalent to the total mass M . In the ase of an equal mass merger of two identialsystems η = ζ = 1 and εf = εi, i.e. the mean energy of the system stays onstant (seealso top panels Figs. 7.3, 7.5). But for the numerial setup of the rst minor mergergeneration B10ho (B10hod), where η = 0.1 and ζ = 0.5(1.0), the nal mean energy is
εi/εf = 0.92(0.93), in agreement with the simulations (Fig.6.12).Taking a loser look on the energy distribution of the bulge of the senario HB10hod(dashed lines, top panel Fig. 6.13) we an diretly see, that most stellar partiles areteat energies ǫ > −0.4, reating an overdensity of bulge partiles. Consequently the ratioof dark matter partiles to bulge partiles dereases for ǫ > −0.4 (bottom panel of Fig.6.13). In the latter panel we an also see, that this ratio stays onstant for all partileswith ǫ < −0.4 and as the binding energy of the 50% most bound partiles go to higherenergies, the dark matter matter fration inreases (see also Fig.6.16).
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Figure 6.13: Top panel: Dierential energy distribution for the initial two-omponentsystem (blak) and two (purple), ve (blue), eight (green), and 10 generations of 1:10 merg-ers (HB10hod). The red dashed-dotted line shows that all partiles with positive bindingenergies are from the satellites, whih means that violent relaxation only unbinds satellitepartiles and the energy distribution of the host stays unaeted. In ontrast to equal-massmergers (Fig. 6.5) bound partiles beome less bound, due to two-body relaxation. As forthe one-omponent model, the mean binding energy of the system (vertial dashed lines)dereases with eah merger generation. Bottom panel: The relative fration of dark matterpartiles and stellar partiles at low binding energies remains unhanged and dereases for
ǫ > −0.4. The short vertial lines at the top of this panel indiate that the energy of the50% most bound bulge partiles gets shifted to higher lower binding energies.
78 Relaxation and Stripping6.5.1 Veloity dispersionNext we fous on the evolution of the veloity dispersion proles (Fig. 6.14). Regardingthe dierential energy distribution (Figs. 6.12, 6.13) we have seen, that violent relax-ation has no big inuene on the entral regions of the host galaxies. In Fig. 6.14 wean see, that this is also reeted in the radial veloity dispersion proles σr(r) of theone- and two-omponent minor mergers. Espeially in the ase of the one-omponentsenario (e.g. B10hod in the top left panel) σr(r) keeps the initial Hernquist prole(blak dashed line) over the whole radial range. Cheking the other one-omponentsenarios, we also found, that even after 10 aretion events, the veloity prole doesnot hange. Furthermore, as β(r) = 0 (bottom left panel Fig. 6.14) all remnants (solidlines) stay perfetly isotropi. This piture hanges, if we just look at the aretedmaterial, whih approahes on radial orbits and thus shows growing radial anisotropy
β(r) > 0 with inreasing radius. Again this eet is the same for all one-omponentminor mergers, but it is slightly less pronouned in the ase, where the satellite's orbithas some angular momentum.The merger remnants of two-omponent models also indiate harateristis, whihare onsistent with the evolution of their dierential energy distribution (Fig. 6.13).Therefore, the total veloity dispersion prole (solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 6.14)and the one of the halo stay onstant. But as we have already seen, a lot of stellarpartiles reate a bump in the energy distribution (dashed lines in Fig. 6.13), whih getsmore and more prominent with eah subsequent generation. These areted partilesindue an inreasing veloity dispersion at radii larger than the spherial half-massradius r50 (dotted lines, right panel Fig. 6.14). As the nal oalesene of the stellaromponent in the 2C senario is on radial orbits, independent of the initial onditions(see also González-Garía & van Albada (2005)), the anisotropy parameter gets radiallybiased for all of our minor mergers (e.g. HB10hod, bottom right panel of Fig. 6.14).This eet only ours in the simulation inluding a dark matter halo, beause thenthe angular momentum of the in-falling satellite gets lost before the nal merger dueto enhaned dynamial frition. Hene, most of the stellar partiles approah on radialorbits and get, during the nal oalesene, stripped before reahing the enter. If weuse the ompat satellites, the overall trend does not hange, but more material getsloser to the enter, as the partiles are more tightly bound and suer less from tidalstripping.6.5.2 System EvolutionThe evolution of the total bound minor merger generations are depited in the leftpanels of Fig. 6.15. Obviously the mean square speeds (top panel) of all hierarhiesderease with inreasing mass. In all senarios with diuse satellites (blak, blue,green and red lled irles), the evolution is very lose to the virial expetations ofEqs. 6.7-6.9 (dashed line), although the mass loss is signiant espeially for the two-omponent models (red and green irles). In table 6.1 we an see that the fration
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Figure 6.14: Top panel: The radial veloity dispersion for the head-on minor mergers ofone-omponent models (B10ho) stays onstant over most of the radial range. Only in thevery entral regions, it inreases slightly with eah generation. The blak dashed line is theinitial Hernquist prole and the red dashed-dotted line the veloity dispersion of all boundareted partiles. Bottom panel: For the whole bound remnant, the veloity distributionstays perfetly isotropi, as the anisotropy parameter β stays zero. Looking at the aretedmaterial (red dashed-dotted line), it gets radially anisotropi with inreasing radius. In bothpanels the radius is normalized to the spherial half-mass radius of the bound system.Top panel: The radial veloity dispersion of the total system (solid lines) for the head-onminor mergers of two-omponent models (HB10hod) stays onstant over the whole radialrange. The dispersion of the bulge system (dotted line) builds up a prominent bump whihomes from the areted material, that gets stripped in the outer parts of the host system.The radii are normalized to the spherial half-mass radius of the bulge. Bottom panel: Theanisotropy parameter of the bulge veloities gets radially biased at radii greater than thespherial half-mass radii of the bulge.
80 Relaxation and Strippingof esaping partiles is up to 35% for HB10hod and more than 20% for the othersenarios. Furthermore, regarding the 2C models, most of the esape fration is dueto the dark matter partiles. Going bak to the evolution of 〈v2〉, we an see, thatthe orreted predition of Eq. 6.15 (dashed-dotted line), whih inludes the eetof mass loss, perfetly ts the results (e.g. senario B10hod). Using more ompatsatellites the nal derease of veloities (orange and purple irles) is muh weaker,beause they are more tightly bound. As they have half the sale radius of the diusesatellites, their binding energies and veloities are two times higher whih then doublesthe veloity fration ǫ = 〈v2a〉/〈v2i 〉 of Eqs. 6.7-6.9 and yields a smaller derease. Inombination with the ourring mass loss, this explains the dierent evolution of themean square speeds. Nevertheless, in all senarios the nal mean square speeds ofthe total systems are 10 − 30% lower ompared to their initial host galaxies, whihis in good agreement to observations, that predit a mild derease of the ompatearly-type's veloity dispersions.The evolution of the gravitational radii (middle left panel of Fig. 6.15) of the sixhierarhies evolve aording to the mean square speeds, whih is not surprising as
rg ∝ 1/〈v2〉 (see Eq. 6.5). In detail, this means, that the hierarhies with a diusesatellite show a size inrease, whih is onsistent with the analyti preditions (dashedline) and as the ompat satellites are not able to eiently derease the veloities,their gravitational radii grow only marginally. However, for all minor mergers themaximum size growth is around a fator ∼ 2.4, whih is by far too weak to explain theobserved evolution of ompat early-type galaxies. For ompleteness, the bottom leftpanel illustrates, that the mean density within the gravitational evolves aording tothe gravitational radius (ρ ∝ r−3g ).In the right panels of Fig. 6.15 we illustrate the eetive line-of-sight veloitydispersion σe (top), the eetive radius re (middle) and the eetive surfae density ofall minor merger remnants. Obviously, the entral regions show nearly no evolutionof σ2e , exept the two bulge only senarios with a diuse satellite (B10amd, B10hod).Before we explain the dierent results, we rst look at the size evolution of the aordingeetive radii re (middle panel) and the eetive surfae densities (bottom panel).Surprisingly, the sizes of nearly all merger remnants grow signiantly and for themost eient one (HB10ho) the nal size is a fator 4.5 higher, whih is even muhhigher than the virial expetation (Eq. 6.8). This strong evolution is also reeted inthe eetive surfae densities (bottom panel), whih derease at maximum by an orderof magnitude.In the ase of bulge only senarios, the dierent evolutions of the entral param-eters an be explained by strutural hanges, measured by the struture parameter c(Eq.6.21). In Fig. 6.16 the lled irles show, that the three one-omponent minormergers indiate dierent results. The B10ho sequene evolves nearly self-similar, i.e.it grows at all radii and nally does not hange its initial shape (see also Fig. 6.12).Consequently, the total system evolves the same as the entral system and the inreaseof the eetive radius is very similar to the gravitational radius (left middle panel).Furthermore, due to the esapers, the do not grow notably, thus the alulation of the
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Figure 6.15: Left panels: Evolution of the mean square speeds (top), the gravitationalradii (middle) and spherial densities within rg (bottom) for all minor merger senarios (seetable 6.1). The dashed lines in eah panel are the idealized expetations of Eqs. 6.7-6.9for the all diuse one-omponent senarios and the blak dashed-dotted line depits theorreted expetations of Eqs. 6.15-6.17 for the minor merger senario B10hod.Right panels: The squared mean line of sight veloity dispersion (top), the mean eetiveradius (middle) and the mean eetive density (bottom) for the senarios of the left panels.In ontrast to the total system, the entral veloity dispersion shows nearly no derease,exept for the hierarhy B10amd, but a very high size inrease. Only B10ho, with aompat satellite stays below the idealized expetations (dashed line). Here, the x-axisindiates the stellar masses of eah remnant and not the total system masses.
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Figure 6.16: The left y-axis and the stars show an inreasing dark matter fration withinthe spherial half-mass radius of the bulge for the two-omponent minor mergers. The righty-axis together with the irles indiate a strong derease of the struture parameter c (eq.6.21) for nearly all minor merger senarios. Due to the high mass loss of some senarioswe plot all values against the total system mass. Colors are the same as in Fig. 6.15.eetive line-of-sight veloity dispersion is restrited to the entral parts, with highveloities, and therefore stays onstant. The further two bulge only senarios, bothinlude weakly bound satellites, whih already loose most of their material in the outerregions of the host galaxy. Hene the latter ones build up an extended envelope, whilethe enters stay unaeted, i.e. the strutural properties of the remnants do hange(see also blak and blue irles in Fig. 6.16). On the other hand, the development ofan extended envelope boosts the size growth of a system. As the the sequene B10amd(blue irles) with an angular momentum orbit needs more time until the nal oales-ene, it suers more from tidal stripping and builds up the most extended envelopeof all bulge only models, whih then results in the highest size growth. This implies,that the alulation of σe also inludes partiles outside the innermost regions, wherethe veloities are lower and the veloity dispersion within the eetive radius dereases(see also top right panel Fig. 6.14).Regarding the evolution of the bulge+halo senarios we additionally have to dealwith the eet of dark matter, whih also has a big inuene on the evolution of theobservable properties. In the middle panel of Fig. 6.15 we an see, that all threesenarios yield a signiant size growth up to a fator of ∼ 4.5 (HB10ho), whih isthe onsequene of a developing extended envelope. In Fig. 6.17 we illustrate theevolution of the surfae density along the major axis. Obviously, most of the aretedmaterial settles down at larger radii r > 10 and does not reah the enter, whihdiretly highlights the build up of the stellar envelope and the strutural hange of the
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Figure 6.17: Surfae densities of the bulge along the major axis for the head-on minormergers of two-omponent models (HB10hod). The grey solid line indiates the initial hostsurfae density, whih is the same as the nal surfae density of the host partiles (blakdashed line). Most of the satellite's material (dotted line) assembles at a radius r > 10 andinreases the nal prole (blak solid line) espeially in the outer parts, while the entralprole stays the same.nal remnant. As the nal struture parameter is very similar for all two-omponentminor mergers (green, red and purple irles in Fig. 6.16), they all follow the sameevolutionary path with respet to the size growth. In the ase of senario HB10ho, thesatellite is a fator 2 ore bound, whih indues two onsequenes, rst, some partilesgo slightly further to the host's enter and seond, less mass is lost during the mergerproess, whih results in the most eient size growth. So far, dark matter enhanestidal stripping and leads to the build up of an extended envelope, regardless of whihorbit we use. But as the radius inreases that rapidly, the eetive radius goes intoregions whih are more and more dark matter dominated, whih nally results in ahighly inreasing dark matter fration (stars in Fig. 6.16). In the end the ratio ofinitial to nal dark matter mass within the spherial half-mass radius is a fator of
> 1.8 higher. But, ontrary to the equal-mass mergers, this inrease is just a resultof the size growth as the real fration of bulge to halo partiles do not hange overmost of the energy spae (see bottom panel Fig. 6.13). Additionally, the inreasingdark matter fration within the half-mass radius keeps the veloities of stellar partilesonstant out to a muh larger radius ompared to the bulge only models (see also topright panel Fig. 6.14). Therefore the eetive line-of-sight veloity dispersions in thetop right panel of Fig. 6.15 do not hange.Altogether, we an say that minor mergers are very eient drivers for the sizegrowth of spheroidal galaxies. As dark matter enhanes dynamial frition and tidal
84 Relaxation and Strippingstripping, it enhanes the eet and due to the nally high eetive radii, the darkmatter fration also grows by nearly a fator of 2 after 10 generations of minor mergers.6.6 Summary & DisussionWe have performed numerial simulations of frequent major and minor mergers ofspherial, isotropi galaxy models, whih onsist of one- and two-omponent Hernquistspheres. After testing the models for their stability we performed two and three gener-ations of equal-mass mergers on orbits with and without angular momentum of eitherone- or two-omponent models. The main results an be summarized as follows:
• During an equal-mass merger, violent relaxation plays an important role. First,it leads to non-negligible amount of mass-loss and seond, the dierential energydistribution goes to muh higher binding energies.
• Violent relaxation and mixing leads to a 'real' inrease of the entral dark matterfration, as more dark matter than stellar partiles are mixed into the enter.
• Due to phase mixing, violent relaxation vanishes rapidly and therefore neverreahes its nal state of an isothermal sphere. But with eah subsequent equal-mass generation we get loser to the state of maximum entropy and the nalveloity dispersion prole an well be tted by a Jae prole (Jae, 1983), whihresembles the inner parts of an isothermal sphere.
• All merger remnants get radially anisotropi veloities, as we only use radial orlose to radial orbits.
• This aets the merger remnants in a way, that the mean square speeds of thetotal systems inrease signiantly and the size growth is less than expeted fromtheoretial preditions, whih ignore esaping partiles.
• As the entral binding energies inrease signiantly, the entral veloities andthe LOSVD inrease even more ompared to the total system.
• Inluding dark matter enhanes dynamial frition whih is able to transfer en-ergy from the bulge to the surrounding halo and inreases the entral bulgeveloities even more than in the one-omponent senario.
• Due to a strongly dereasing struture parameter, homology breaks and the ee-tive radii of the remnants evolve exatly like the theoretial expetation (re α M).In the ase of minor mergers, the initial mass ratio is assumed to be 1:10 and weused orbits with and without angular momentum. As initial satellite galaxies we taketwo extreme ases, i.e. they are either very diuse or very ompat. The main resultsfor the minor mergers are:
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• Violent relaxation does not eet the overall dierential energy distributions ofthe host galaxy.
• Due to dynamial frition and tidal stripping the stellar partiles develop a promi-nent bump at low binding energies.
• The veloity dispersion of the bulge only (one-omponent) models do not hangetheir shape, keep their initial Hernquist prole and stay isotropi over the wholeradial range.
• For two-omponent aretions the nal oalesene of the bulges always is onradial orbits, the stellar veloities beome radially anisotropi at radii approxi-mately larger than the spherial half-mass radius
• Using diuse satellites, the mean square speeds of the remnants derease witheah subsequent generation, whih is only limited by the high amount of mass-lossand onsequently the gravitational radii inrease muh less than expeted.
• The head-on minor mergers of ompat one-omponent models evolve nearlyhomologous, i.e. the observable values like the line-of-sight veloity dispersionand the eetive radius evolve very lose to those of the whole system.
• In all other minor merger sequenes, we observe a dramati break of homology,as the remnants build up an extended envelope of stars, while the entral ong-uration stays onstant.
• Therefore the eetive radii inrease rapidly up to a fator of 4.5, whih is muhloser to virial expetations.
• The rapid size growth results in a signiant inrease of the dark matter frationwithin the spherial half-mass radius up to a fator of ∼ 1.8.
• Due to the inreasing dark matter fration, the eetive line-of-sight veloitydispersions do not derease but stay onstant.One important question whih has to be solved for elliptial galaxies is, how theompat early-types at a redshift z ∼ 2 grow with time. As their stellar distributionis already red without signiant star formation, we used dry mergers to explain thisevolution. van Dokkum et al. (2010) nds a size-mass relation of re α M2.04, whihindiates a size inrease of a fator of 4 as the galaxy's mass gets doubled sine z ∼ 2.The resulting relation of our minor merger senarios of two-omponent models is evenhigher re α M>2.04 up to a exponent of 2.4, whih shows that dissipationless minormergers are a good way to solve this problem. However, Nipoti et al. (2009a) tried asimilar approah and nd a muh lower size inrease in their simulations (re ∝ M1.09).One reason for this big disrepany is, that they alulated the exponent of the stellarmass by averaging over all their merger hierarhies. As they have more major mergers
86 Relaxation and Strippingthan minor mergers, this of ourse lowers the size inrease signiantly. Additionally,they use a steeper slope for the stellar density prole of the host and the satellitegalaxies, where the size inrease an not be that eient, as the areted materialis more onentrated in the satellite's enter ompared to our setup. Finally, theirsatellites are even more ompat than our satellites whih lie on an extrapolation ofthe z = 2 mass-size relation of Williams et al. (2010).Furthermore we nd that the dark matter frations for our idealized simulationsagree well with previous work, where the dark matter fration inreases in dry mergers.This hanges the ratio of dynamial and stellar mass and might, e.g. help to explainthe tilt of the fundamental plane (Boylan-Kolhin et al., 2005). Of ourse, that is justone possibility to explain the tilt and Grillo & Gobat (2010) suggest that it dependsmore on M∗/L, but it is not lear yet how strong the single ontributions are. We alsoagree with Nipoti et al. (2009a), that the inrease of the dark matter fration is moreeient for minor mergers and for this senario is dominated by the rapid size growth.But in ontrast to Nipoti et al. (2009a), we nd that the entral dark matter fration ofequal-mass mergers illustrates a 'real' hange aused by violent relaxation and mixing.Looking at the veloities at dierent radii, our minor merger results are not ableto explain reent observations of very high veloity dispersions at high redshift (vanDokkum et al., 2009; van de Sande et al., 2011). Our results indiate, that we get aderease of the mean square speeds of the total system, but the observed line-of-sightveloity dispersion hardly hanges. This indiates, that simple dissipationless mergersare not able to derease the very high LOSVD of some ompat early type galaxies (vanDokkum et al., 2009). This problem might be solved, if we inlude some gas and AGNfeedbak or use more realisti galaxy models, whih have dierent orbital properties.But altogether our work shows that dissipationless dry mergers are able to inreasethe size of a ompat early type galaxy. As we lie even above the observed preditionsa small amount of gas, whih is known to lower the size growth (Covington et al., 2011;Hopkins et al., 2008), would perhaps not be enough to destroy this senario.

88 Size and Profile Shape Evolution
CHAPTER 7 SIZE AND PROFILE SHAPEEVOLUTION OF MASSIVEQUIESCENT GALAXIES
In this hapter, we fous on the evolution of the density struture and thesize evolution of ompat early-type galaxies and try to understand the im-portane of dark matter. We know that the sizes and mass distributions ofompat, quiesent, massive galaxies evolve rapidly from z ∼ 2 − 3 to thepresent. Many of the ∼ 1011 systems at high redshift have sizes of ∼1kp andsurfae brightness proles with Sersi indies < 4. At z = 0 elliptial galaxiesabove 2 · 1011 solar masses are more than a fator of 4 larger, indiating a sizeevolution of r ∝ Mα with α ≥ 2. They also have surfae brigtness proleswith nser ≥ 8. Within a hierarhial galaxy formation senario this evolutionan be explained under two assumptions. The galaxies predominantly growby mergers with lower mass galaxies and the galaxies have to be embedded inmassive dark matter halos so that stars of merging satellites are stripped atlarge radii inreasing the prole shape parameter. We draw these onlusionsfrom idealized simulations of the growth of ompat spheroidal galaxies - withand without dark matter - by repeated ollisionless mergers with mass ratiosof 1:1, 1:5, and 1:10. In simulations without dark matter the sizes evolve lessthan the orresponding bulge+halo senarios. If the galaxies are embeddedin dark matter halos the stars of the lower mass satellites are more eientlystripped at large radii resulting in a signiantly faster size inrease than ex-peted from virial estimates. Repeated 1:5 mergers give α = 2.3 and after onlytwo merger generations the Sersi index has already inreased to nser > 8. Foran assumed mass inrease of the observed galaxies of a fator of two sine z=2 we onlude that the presene of a massive dark matter halo around thegalaxies during their minor merger driven assembly is neessary to explain si-multaneously their large present day sizes, r > 4 kp and high Sersi indies,
nser > 6.
7.1 Introdution 897.1 IntrodutionIn the urrently favored osmologialΛCDMmodel, the universe onsists of 24%matterand 76% dark energy (Λ), where only 4% of the total matter is in baryoni form (e.g.Spergel et al. (2007)). The other 96% onsist of old dark matter, whih has not beendeteted diretly, but has been most suessfully applied to explain many observationalaveats like the rotation urves of spiral galaxies. On large sales the ΛCDM model,shows very good agreement with observations of the osmi mirowave bakground andthe large sale struture of galaxies. In the ontext of the ΛCDM model, struture inthe universe forms bottom up (White & Rees, 1978; Davis et al., 1985), where therst objets ollapse at high redshifts due to utuations in the bakground densityeld. These rst objets merge and build up the dark matter halos of today's observedgalaxies.The baryons assemble in the potential wells of these dark matter halos and formstars whih build the observable parts of the universe. The brightest and most massiveobjets are elliptial galaxies, whih form at a redshift of z ∝ 2 − 3 in gas-rih majordisk mergers (Davis et al., 1985; Bournaud et al., 2011) and due to giant old gas ows,diretly feeding the entral galaxy (Kere² et al., 2005; Naab et al., 2007, 2009; Jounget al., 2009; Dekel et al., 2009; Kere² et al., 2009; Oser et al., 2010). Their subsequentevolution is not fully understood yet, as these elliptials are a fator ∼ 4-5 smaller thantheir ounterparts in the present day universe. On the other hand, they are alreadyquiesent, without star formation, and are only a fator of ∼2 less massive (Daddiet al., 2005; Trujillo et al., 2006; Longhetti et al., 2007; Toft et al., 2007; Zirm et al.,2007; Trujillo et al., 2007; Zirm et al., 2007; Buitrago et al., 2008; van Dokkum et al.,2008; Cimatti et al., 2008; Franx et al., 2008; Sarao et al., 2009; Damjanov et al.,2009; Bezanson et al., 2009). In addition, they have very dierent surfae brightnessproles. In partiular, the ompat, high redshift elliptials always have steep powerlaw usps in their enter whereas the more extended present day elliptials have oredproles. This means, that tting a Sersi prole to elliptial galaxies either resultsin entral extra light, where the entral surfae brightness is above the tted proleor in ase of ore elliptials the prole predits more light than the galaxy has. TheSersi indies, whih are a measurement of the prole's urvature are ∼4 for the uspygalaxies and ∼8-10 for the ore elliptials. Furthermore, reent observations of stronggravitational lensing in the SLACS sample (Koopmans et al., 2006; Bolton et al., 2008;Gavazzi et al., 2007, 2008; Auger et al., 2009, 2010) have revealed an inreasing entraldark matter fration with stellar mass (Barnabè et al., 2011).In this hapter, we investigate the evolution of elliptial galaxies with the aid of high-resolution N-body simulations of idealized one- and two-omponent galaxy models.With dierent initial mass ratios and a dierent hoie of merger orbits we explore theeet of frequent dissipationless galaxy mergers. In setion 7.2 we give a short overviewof the galaxy properties and the simulation parameters. In Setion 7.3 we present theeieny of dry mergers for the size growth of ompat galaxies and in Setion 7.4 welook at the evolution of the surfae densities and the mass assembly in multiple merger
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tion 7.5 we onvert our surfae densities to viable surfae brightnessproles and explore the evolution of the Sersi prole and in Setions 7.6 we illustratethe hange of dark matter frations. Finally we draw our onlusions in Setion 7.7.7.2 SimulationsWe extend a set of simulations of dissipationless mergers of spheroidal galaxies withand without dark matter halos and with mass ratios of 1:10 and 1:1, presented inChapter 6, by a new set of simulations with an initial mass-ratio of 1:5. We refer toChapters 4 and 6 for the details of the generation of the stable initial onditions andbriey summarize the simulations setup here. As initial galaxy models, we use isotropi,spherial symmetri one- and two-omponent models whih have a Hernquist densityprole (Hernquist, 1990) either for a bulge-only model (one-omponent, 1C) or a bulgeembedded in a Hernquist dark matter halo (two-omponent, 2C). For the latter asewe assume a dark matter to stellar mass ratio of Mdm/M∗ = 10 and the ratio of thesale radii is adm/a∗ = 11 The host galaxies have a stellar mass of M∗,host = 1 anda sale radius of a∗,host = 1.0. Our satellite galaxies are very diuse and have forboth minor merger senarios the same sale radius a∗,sat = 1.0 and are initially 5 or10 times less massive. For a better omparison to observations we hose a mass saleof M = 1011M⊙ and a length sale of r = 0.55kpc, whih yields v = 884kms−1 and
t = 6.12× 105yr. In Fig. 7.1 we an see the positions of our initial galaxies, omparedto the most reent, observed mass-size relations. Of ourse, as we want to investigatethe evolution of a ompat early-type elliptial, our host galaxies (blak lled irle)are below the relation of Williams et al. (2010) at a redshift of z ≈ 2 (red solid line)and as the satellites are very diuse (red and green lled irles), they are above anextrapolation of this line. Therefore we also made omparison runs, where the satelliteswould fall on the high redshift estimates (open irles), i.e. for the mass ratios of 1:5and 1:10 the satellites have a∗,sat = 0.8 × a∗,host and a∗,sat = 0.5 × a∗,host, respetively.In the ase of equal-mass mergers we simulated two merger generations of bothgalaxy models. The rst generation was a paraboli merger of the galaxies representedby the initial onditions. The seond generation was a paraboli re-merger of thedupliated, randomly oriented, rst generation merger remnant, whih was allowedto dynamially relax at the enter. The simulations were performed on orbits withangular momentum and a perientri distane of one-half the bulge's spherial half-mass radius of the progenitor remnants. Therefore the perientri distanes inreasewith eah merger generation.The sequenes of minor mergers with initial mass-ratios of 1:5 (1:10) were alsosimulated with one- and two-omponent models. Initially, the mass-ratio was 1:5 (1:10)and the galaxies were set on paraboli orbits. The randomly oriented merger remnantsof the rst generations were then set on a paraboli orbit with the initial satellite galaxymodels and a mass-ratio of now 1:6 (1:11), and so on. We performed 6 generations of1:10 mergers and 5 generations of 1:5 mergers using the diuse satellites (Sat 1:5 (1:10),
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Figure 7.1: The blak lines show dierent observed mass-size relations of the present-day universe. The thik solid lines are the estimates of Williams et al. (2010) for dierentredshift bins. The orresponding dotted lines are the errors of the latter relations. Thelled irles give the position of our ompat host (blak) and the diuse initial satellites ofthe 1:5 (red) and 1:10 (green) minor merger hierarhies. The open irles show the moreompat satellites, whih would lie on an extrapolation of the z = 2 mass-size relation (redline).
92 Size and Profile Shape Evolutionsee Fig. 7.1). For both senarios, we set the perientri distanes to half the spherialhalf-mass bulge radius of the massive progenitor galaxy. In the omparison runs, wherethe satellites are more ompat(Sat 1:5 (1:10), see Fig. 7.1) we omputed 4 generationsfor the bulge+halo models with the same orbits as before, i.e. the perientri distanesare again the half-mass radii of the massive progenitor. In the bulge only senariowith ompat satellites we performed a full set of hierarhies, e.g. 5(10) generationsfor the mass ratios of 1:5 (1:10). In the 1:10 senario, we also add a hierarhy with10 generations of head-on minor mergers using a ompat two-omponent satellite (seealso Chapter 6).Looking at the time-sales, we nd for our hoie of physial saling, that thelongest set of simulations (the 1:10 bulge only) takes ≈ 9Gyr, whih is very lose tothe lookbak time of ∼ 10Gyr (z = 2), but all other senarios are ompleted in lessthan ≈ 7Gyr. As the 1:10 bulge only senario has no dark matter halo, the in-fallingsatellites suer less from dynamial frition, and the nal oalesene takes by far thelongest time.7.3 Size EvolutionAfter the ompletion of every merger, we allow the entral region of the remnant torelax, before we ompute the projeted irular half-mass radii, re, along the threeprinipal axes and the bound stellar mass, M∗. In Fig. 7.2 we show the evolution ofthe mean value of the half-mass radius along the three prinipal axes as a funtion ofthe bound stellar mass for 1:1 (blue), 1:5 (red), and 1:10 (green) merger hierarhies.The blak line shows the observed evolution, re ∝M2.04, in the mass-size plane from
z ≈ 2 to the present day (van Dokkum et al., 2010). The shaded area beyond this lineindiates the region, where the size growth per added mass is too small to explain theevolution of ompat early type galaxies.Equal-mass mergers show an almost linear inrease of size with mass, (see also Hilzet al. 2011 in prep., Boylan-Kolhin et al. 2005; Bezanson et al. 2009; Nipoti et al.2009b), independent of whether the stellar system is embedded in a dark matter haloor not (blue solid and dashed lines). As disussed in Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2005),in mergers with dark matter halos the in-falling galaxy suers more from dynamialfrition in the massive dark matter halo of the ompanion galaxy, resulting in moreenergy transfer from the bulge to the halo. This leads to a more tightly bound bulgewith a smaller size (blue solid line, Fig. 7.2) ompared to the model without darkmatter (blue dashed line, Fig. 7.2). If we ombine the results of both major mergersthis yields a mass-size relation of re ∝M0.91 whih is similar to the results of Boylan-Kolhin et al. (2005), who found a smaller exponent (≈ 0.7) for orbits with high angularmomentum and an exponent of > 1 for pure radial orbits. Nevertheless, as the sizegrows only linearly with mass, dissipationless major mergers annot be the main driversfor the subsequent size evolution of ompat early-type galaxies.As expeted, from simple virial estimates (Naab et al., 2009; Bezanson et al., 2009),
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Figure 7.2: The projeted spherial half-mass radius (the mean value along the threeprinipal axes) as a funtion of bound stellar mass for 1:1 (blue), 1:5 (red), and 1:10 (green)mergers. The observed size growth is indiated by the solid blak line (van Dokkum et al.,2010). The size evolution of models in the grey shaded area is too weak to be onsistentwith observations. All mergers of bulges embedded in massive dark matter halos and highmass-ratios (1:5, 1:10, red and green solid/dashed-dotted lines) show a rapid enough sizeevolution. The size evolution of the bulge-only models (short and long dashed lines) arenot eient enough, exept the 1:10 senario with a diuse satellite (green dashed line).Additionally, we an see, that the aretion of ompat satellites leads to less size growthompared to the diuse satellites, but for all bulge+halo senarios it is still high enough with
re ∝ M>2.1. After ten generations of 1:10 head-on mergers with ompat satellites (thinsolid line), the size inreases by a fator of ≈ 4.5, whih is more than enough ompared toobservations.
94 Size and Profile Shape Evolutionthe size evolution is stronger for bulge-only models with higher mass-ratios of 1:5 and1:10. This is in good agreement with our simulations, as all red (1:5) and green (1:10)dashed lines have a muh larger size inrease per added mass, ompared to the equal-mass mergers (blue lines). However, exept the 1:10 mass ratio with a diuse satellite(green short dashed line), all minor mergers with bulge-only satellites are not eientenough to lie above the 'forbidden', grey shaded area, whih indiates a too weak sizegrowth, ompared to observations (van Dokkum et al., 2010).This piture improves for minor mergers of two-omponent models, where bulgesare embedded in a massive dark matter halos. For all mass-ratios (1:5 and 1:10) andmodels, i.e. for diuse (solid lines) as well for ompat (dashed-dotted) satellites,the size evolution is in exess to the observed evolution. In the ase of 1:5 minormergers, with a less ompat satellite (red solid line) and for the head-on hierarhywith a ompat satellite (thin green line), we get a mass-size relation of re ∝M2.28 and
re ∝M2.45, respetively. As all green lines lie very lose to the latter senario, we expetthe exponent for all 1:10 mergers to be similar and well above the observed relation(blak solid line). All these models are a viable mehanism for size evolution evenin more realisti senarios, where dissipational eets would redue the size growth(Covington et al., 2011; Hopkins et al., 2008).7.4 Evolution of Surfae DensityNext we take a loser look at the surfae densities of the merger remnants. In the rstand third panel of the left olumn in Fig. 7.3, the surfae density of the equal-massmergers grows at all radii, i.e. the lines are shifted more or less parallel to higherdensities. This piture is the same for both major merger histories of one- (rst left)and two- (third left) omponent models. Correspondingly, the mass assembles at allradii, whih is depited in the small panels beyond the respetive surfae densities.This evolution senario is ontrary to the observations of van Dokkum et al. (2010)(Fig. 2.2, Chapter 2), whih show, that the ompat early-type galaxies grow inside-out, i.e. the entral densities stay onstant and most of the mass assembles at largerradii, building up an extended envelope of stars.The seond olumn depits the surfae densities and mass assembly of the minormergers with an initial mass ratio of 1:5. For the bulge only models (top) with adiuse satellite (Sat 1:5 in Fig. 7.1), the surfae density stays nearly onstant out to aradius of r ≈ 1− 2kp and inreases mainly in the outer parts. This behavior an alsobe seen for the orresponding mass assembly. The solid lines in the last two panelsof the seond olumn show that the same senario is even more eient using two-omponent models. Due to the massive dark matter halo, most of the bulge partilesget stripped at larger radii and the entral surfae density stays unaeted. Therefore,it just inreases at radii r > 2−3kp and most of the size growth is due to the build upof a massive stellar envelope. The dotted line in these panels depit the four remnants,where the satellites are more ompat (Sat 1:5 in Fig. 7.1) and lie on the z ∼ 2
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Figure 7.3: First row of panels: Surfae densities for the bulge only models. For theequal-mass mergers (left), they inrease at all radii and for ve generations (from blakto red) of minor mergers with an initial mass ratio of 1:5 (middle) they grow more in theouter regions. For an initial mass ratio of 1:10 (right), we an see the same behavior,i.e. after the seond (blue), forth (green) and sixth (red) generation the surfae densityslightly inreases at large radii and stays onstant in the enter. The panels of the seondrow show the mass assembly aording to the surfae densities of the top panels. Thirdrow: Surfae densities of the orresponding two-omponent models. Again, for equal-massmergers (left), the surfae density gets shifted parallel to higher values, but for a higherinitial mass ratio of 1:5 (1:10), we an learly see, that the entral surfae densities stayonstant and a lot of partiles assemble at radii larger than r > 2kp (r > 4kp), whihis very similar to the inside-out growth senario of van Dokkum et al. (2010) (see alsoFig. 2.2 in Chapter 2). Regarding the aording mass assembly of the bulge+halo models(bottom row), it is even more obvious, that the galaxies grow inside-out. The dotted linesfor the 1:5 minor mergers indiate, that the aretion of a more ompat satellite (Sat1:5) yields the same results. But in the 1:10 senario with ompat satellites, more materialgoes further towards the enter and less material assembles at large radii. Nevertheless,the entral density also stays onstant (for r < 2) and most of the areted partiles buildup an extended envelope.
96 Size and Profile Shape Evolutionrelation of Williams et al. (2010). Obviously, as the sale radii are very similar, theresults stay the same.The six generations of minor mergers with an initial mass ratio of 1:10 are shownin the last olumn of Fig. 7.3. In the ase of bulge only models (top), the surfaedensity grows predominantly at larger radii, similar to the previous senario, but nowthe satellite is even less bound ompared to the 1:5 ase and therefore, it gets destroyedrapidly, even without a dark matter halo. In the ase of two-omponent minor mergersof diuse satellites (solid lines, third and forth panel) this eet beomes enhaned, asthe satellite rst orbits through the massive dark matter halo, before it gets loser tothe host's enter. Then all the material gets stripped at very large radii and the surfaedensity stays onstant out to a radius of r = 5kp. Regarding the mass assembly, thisis even more obvious, as the entral mass stays onstant out to a radius of r ∼ 10kp.Therefore, this senario seems to be very eient, as the outer surfae density inreasessigniantly, although the total amount of added mass is 40% less than for the 1:5hierarhy, where the initial host mass gets doubled. However, this evolution senariomight be too extreme ompared to observations (Fig. 2.2) and we an rule out thevery diuse satellites at a redshift of z ∼ 2.This piture hanges, if we use the more bound, ompat satellite (Sat 1:10),depited with the dotted lines in the last two panels. As the sale length of thissatellite is two times smaller, it is muh more bound and resists the drag fore of thehost potential for a longer time. Consequently, more material gets loser to the entralregions, the remnant's surfae densities grow outside a radius of r > 2kp and moremass assembles at smaller radii. Regarding the aording mass assembly (last panel),it grows predominantly outside a radius of 5kp, whih is also more onsistent withthe observed evolution.In Fig. 7.4 we show the evolution of a full set (10 generations) of two-omponentminor mergers with a ompat satellite (Sat 1:10, Fig. 7.1), but due to muh loweromputation time, we took radial orbits. Comparing the surfae densities of this se-quene (solid lines, Fig. 7.4) with the four generations with angular momentum (dottedlines, Fig. 7.3 and 7.4), they evolve nearly the same. The surfae densities (top panel)stay onstant out to a radius of r ≈ 2kp and the high size growth of a fator of ≈ 4.5(see setion 7.3) is driven by building up an extended envelope of luminous material.The mass assembly also looks very promising, as most of the partiles arete at radiilarger than 5kp. The results of this senario are very similar to the 1:5 minor mergersof two-omponent models, whih niely resemble the observations (van Dokkum et al.,2010).Altogether that means, that the mass assembly in minor mergers strongly dependson the eet of dynamial frition and tidal stripping, whih of ourse are muh moreeient for the two-omponent models, where the dark matter strips the partiles ofthe in-falling satellites at exatly the right regions of the initial host galaxy. As on-sequene, nearly no material aretes in the entral regions and therefore the entralsurfae density stays onstant. Looking at the aretion of diuse satellites in the 1:10senario, they seem to be too extreme and lose their material at too large radii. How-
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Figure 7.4: Top panel: Surfae densities along the major axis for 10 generations of head-on minor mergers with the ompat bulge+halo satellite Sat 1:10 (Fig. 7.1). The dierentolors give the generation and the dotted lines highlight the ompat minor mergers withangular momentum of the last panel in Fig. 7.3. Bottom panel: Assembled mass plottedagainst the radius, as in Fig. 7.3. As our perientri distanes are very small, both senariosshow a very similar evolution, i.e. the more ompat satellites go further to the enter,ompared to the less bound satellites (Sat 1:10, Fig. 7.1), and the host assembles mass atradii r > 5kp.
98 Size and Profile Shape Evolutionever, for the other bulge+halo models our results are in good agreement to observations,where the ompat early-type galaxies make up the entral ores of today's elliptial(Hopkins et al., 2009a; Bezanson et al., 2009; van Dokkum et al., 2010; Szomoru et al.,2011). Without a dark matter halo, the eet of dynamial frition is muh weakerand the minor mergers of bulge only systems give less promising results.7.5 Prole Shape EvolutionFor a long period, the surfae brightness proles of elliptial galaxies have been ttedby the de Vauouleurs r1/4 prole (de Vauouleurs, 1948). But more reent work shows,that the urvature of the light proles seems to be very important as it orrelates toother observed properties of elliptial galaxies, suh as the eetive radius re, the totalluminosity and the stellar mass (Caon et al., 1993; Nipoti et al., 2003; Naab & Trujillo,2006; Kormendy et al., 2009). Therefore we use the Sersi r1/n (Sersi, 1968) prole tot the surfae brightness proles of our simulations. The formula an be written as
I(r) = Ie · 10−bn((r/re)
1/n−1), (7.1)where the three free parameters are half of the total luminosity Ie, the eetive radius
re and the so alled Sersi index n, whih gives the shape of the prole. The fator
bn, whih only depends on n, is hosen suh that the eetive radius re enloses halfof the total luminosity. For the expeted range of Sersi indies, this fator an beapproximated by the relation bn = 0.868n − 0.142 (Caon et al., 1993). In the ase of
n = 4, Eq. 7.1 redues to the de Vauouleurs r1/4 law.In order to get a better omparison to reent observations of elliptial galaxies (e.g.Trujillo et al. 2004; Kormendy et al. 2009) we onvert the projeted surfae densitiesof setion 7.4 to a V-band surfae brightness. Assuming a onstant mass-to-light ratio,the radial luminosity prole an be written as
L(r) = Σ(r) · 10−MV /2.5, (7.2)where MV = 7.1973 is the absolute magnitude of a star in the V-band at a distaneof 10pc, a stellar age of 1010yr and lose to solar metalliity Z = 0.02 (see Bruzual &Charlot 2003). Σ(r) is the projeted surfae density of the previous setion and theV-band magnitude an be alulated,
µV (r) = −2.5 · log L(r) + 21.5721, (7.3)where 21.5721 is just a fator to onvert surfae density to mag/arse2. As we wantto t µV with a Sersi funtion we have to take the logarithm of Eq. 7.1 whih yields
µ(r) = −2.5 log I(r) = µe + cn[(r/re)1/n − 1], (7.4)with cn = 2.5 · bn and µe = −2.5 log Ie.
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Figure 7.5: Top panels: Surfae brightness proles µV (r) of the two-omponent major(1:1) and minor merger (1:5) generations plotted against the radius. The blak symbolsdepit the initial Hernquist prole, the blue symbols the prole of the rst remnant andthe red symbols the nal proles. The overplotted dashed lines in the orresponding olorsshow the best tting Sersi funtion, whih yields an inreasing Sersi index n with eahsubsequent merger generation. The tting range starts at 0.02 · re (re is the eetiveradius of Fig. 7.2) and ends at either 10 · re or a limiting surfae brightness of mV =
27mag/arcsec2, whih results in residuals ∆µ < 0.2mag/arcsec2 (small panels below).As the proles show an artiial ore like struture (given by the initial onditions), theresiduals inrease for very small radii and the tted eetive radii re,fit (thin lines at thebottom) are smaller than re of Fig. 7.1 (aording arrows). Bottom panels: The same as inthe four top panels, for the 1:10 minor merger with the diuse satellite (Sat 1:10, left) andfor the full set of 10 generations with a ompat satellite (Sat 1:10) and head-on orbits(right). In the rst ase, the nal surfae brightness prole shows a prominent kink, whihresults in an unrealisti high Sersi index n ∼ 20 for the best t. The minor mergers ofompat satellites, show more reasonable results, but the Sersi index saturates rapidly at
n ≈ 7 − 8, whih is due to the small amount of added mass for the nal generations.
100 Size and Profile Shape EvolutionFigure 7.5 shows the Sersi ts to the surfae brightness proles of the equal-mass mergers (1:1, top left), the 1:5 (top right) and 1:10 minor mergers with angularmomentum (bottom left) and the head-on senario of Fig. 7.4 (bottom right). Wehose a tting range, so that we get a good t to the main parts of the prole (> 95%along the major axis). If we start at 0.02 · re and either go out to more than 10 · reor to a limiting surfae brightness of mV = 27 mag/arse−2, whih is the limit ofreent observations (Trujillo et al., 2004; Kormendy et al., 2009), the residuals are verysmall (∆µ < 0.2mag/arse2), exept in the innermost regions, where the proles havea ore like struture. Looking at the proles of the initial Hernquist spheres (blakirles in all panels) we an see that we get a shape parameter of n = 3.9, whihalmost resembles the de Vauouleurs prole (n = 4). As expeted, the Hernquistsphere is a very good approximation of the de Vauouleurs r1/4 law over a large radialrange and has a ore prole in the innermost region (see also Naab & Trujillo 2006).Due to the ore, the tted Sersi prole overestimates the entral surfae brightnesswhih leads to a tted eetive radius re,fit (narrow vertial lines at the bottom ofeah surfae brightness panel), whih is slightly smaller ompared to the 'real' eetiveradius re (orresponding arrows) of Fig. 7.1. This amount of 'artiial extra-light' fromthe tted prole aounts for the disrepany between these two radii, for all shownmerger senarios.In the ase of 1:1 mergers of two-omponent models (top left panel, Fig 7.5), we ansee that the prole shape barely hanges for the remnants. Therefore, the Sersi indexshows only a small inrease (see also blak solid line, Fig. 7.6) ompared to the addedstellar mass M∗, whih is not enough to explain the very high numbers, observers ndfor large ore elliptial galaxies (n ∼ 10, see Caon et al. 1993; Kormendy et al. 2009).This is a onsequene of the violent merging proess, where the material assembles atall radii and the surfae brightness gets shifted nearly parallel to higher values, butdoes not signiantly hange the slope of the prole.This piture hanges dramatially if we go to higher initial mass ratios, wherethe merging proess beomes dierent. In minor mergers violent relaxation does notaet the host galaxy (see Chapter 6), just the in-falling satellites. The latter oneinstantaneous feels the deep potential well of the host at losest approah and suersstrongly from rapid potential utuations. Furthermore dynamial frition and tidalstripping get more prominent, as the satellites are more loosely bound than the hostgalaxy and the tidal fores are strong enough to strip a big amount of the satellite'smaterial (see also Setion 5.2).Therefore, in the ase of minor mergers, most of the areted material assembles atlarger radii of the galaxy and the entral regions are hardly aeted (see also setion7.4). Regarding the surfae brightnesses of the 1:5 minor mergers (top right panel,Fig. 7.5), this implies, that the urvature, measured by the Sersi index n, hangesrapidly with eah further generation (see also red solid line, Fig. 7.6). Already afterthe rst generation with a mass inrease of a fator of ∼ 1.2 we get a Sersi index of
n > 7 and the nal remnant has a slope of n = 9.5, whih perfetly lies in the range ofobservations (Caon et al., 1993; Kormendy et al., 2009). The orresponding bulge only
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Figure 7.6: Evolution of the Sersi indies for all merger generations of Fig. 7.3, exeptthe 1:10 senario, whih yields unrealisti ts (see bottom left, Fig. 7.5). As equal-massmergers do not signiantly hange the slopes of the surfae brightness the Sersi indexafter one generation is n ∼ 5 − 6 (blak lines). For the bulge+halo minor mergers with amass ratio of 1:5 (red solid line), the slope inreases rapidly for the rst two generationsbefore it onverges to a nal value of n ∼ 9.5. The 1:10 head-on minor mergers with aompat satellite (green solid line) show the same trend, i.e. an initial fast inrease of nfor the rst generations before it onverges to a value of n ∼ 7 − 8. For ompletness, thedashed lines show the bulge only simulations, where the urvature for the minor mergersstays below n = 8.
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enario (red dashed line, Fig. 7.6) shows the same trend, and yields a nal Sersi indexof n = 7.8, but the overall evolution is muh more eient with two-omponent models.This again indiates, that the mass ratio and dark matter halo are very important, asthey inrease the eet of dynamial frition and tidal stripping in a way, that theareted stellar mass assembles at the 'right' regions of the host galaxy, and leads tothe observed prole shapes of ore elliptials.If we further inrease the initial mass ratio to 1:10 (bottom panels, Fig. 7.5), we ansee that the Sersi index gets unrealisti large (n > 20) for the senario with the diusesatellite (left panel). As the satellite is only weakly bound, it looses all its mass at verylarge radii, develops a kink at a radius of r ≈ 4kp and the best tting Sersi proleyields a very high urvature. This piture improves, if we take more bound satellites(Sat 1:10). Then the mass assembles more smoothly outside a radius of r ≈ 1.5kpbut still produes an extended outer envelope (right panel, Fig. 7.5). Although theevolution of the proles look very reasonable, the Sersi index onverges at a value of
n ≈ 7 − 8 (solid green line, Fig. 7.6), whih an be explained with the very high massratio of the nal generations (the last generation has a mass ratio of 1:19).Altogether we an say that a massive dark matter halo enhanes the eet of dy-namial frition and tidal stripping. Considering satellites, whih are not too weaklybound, it is the main driver to arete the luminous matter at the 'right' regions. Thenwe also get reasonable results for the evolution of the Sersi index of n ∼ 8 − 10 (Fig.7.6). In the ase of equal-mass mergers the eet of violent relaxation and mixing ismore dominant and does not hange the slope of the surfae brightness proles and weonly get a mild inrease after one generation n ∼ 5 − 6 (Fig. 7.6).7.6 Dark Matter FrationsIn this setion we ompare the dark matter frations of our simulations with reentlensing observations, whih predit an inreasing dark matter fration for more massiveearly-type elliptials (Barnabè et al., 2011). In Fig. 7.7 we illustrate the dark matterfrations fdm for all bulge+halo simulations
fdm(r < r50) = Mdm(r < r50)/Mtot(r < r50), (7.5)where r50 denotes the spherial half-mass radius of the stellar omponent and Mdm,
Mtot are the halo and total masses within r50. Obviously, the dark matter frationinreases rapidly with eah subsequent minor merger generation regardless of whihmass ratio. This strong evolution with additional mass is a onsequene of the rapidsize growth (Fig. 7.2, see also Setion 6.5.2), whih is in good agreement with (Nipotiet al., 2009b), who nds similar results in his numerial simulations. As the evolutionof fdm strongly orrelates with the nal radii of the merger remnants, the 1:5 senariowith a more ompat satellite (red dashed line), whih indiates the weakest size growth(Fig. 7.2), also has the lowest dark matter frations of all minor merger senarios. Onthe other hand, all 1:10 bulge+halo senarios grow rapidly with mass and thereforehave the highest and omparable evolutions for the dark matter fration.
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Figure 7.7: Evolution of the dark matter fration fdm within the spherial half-massradius r50 for all bulge+halo mergers of this hapter. Due to the highly inreasing radii(Fig. 7.2), the dark matter frations grow signiantly for all minor merger senarios. Asthe size inrease of the 1:5 senario with a ompat satellite (red dashed line) is the leasteient of, its dark matter fration illustrates the lowest growth. For all 1:10 senarios, fdmevolves very similar, as their sizes all grow by nearly the same amount (Fig. 7.2). The darkmatter fration of the equal-mass mergers (blak line) indiate only a marginal evolution,whih is due to the low size growth. However, as we have seen in Setion 6.4.1, majormergers really hange the dark matter fration, as the violent merging proess mixes moredark matter than stellar partiles into the enter.
104 Size and Profile Shape EvolutionIn the ase of equal-mass mergers, this looks somewhat dierent, i.e. they onlyshow a very small inrease of the dark matter fration, ompared to the added mass(blak line, Fig. 7.7). But as we already have seen in Setion 6.4.1, the mergingproess hanges ompletely and the approahing galaxies suer muh more from violentrelaxation and mixing. Consequently, relatively more dark matter than stellar partilesget sattered to the entral regions, whih nally yields a real inrease of the darkmatter fration. This result is ontrary to (Nipoti et al., 2009b), who argues thatregardless of the merging proess, the dark matter fration inreases just due to thesize growth.Going bak to the observations of Barnabè et al. (2011), we an see, that our simpli-ed minor merger hierarhies an reprodue the evolution of the dark matter frationsof early-type elliptials. Furthermore, our results are in quantitative good agreementto their results using a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier, 2003). But as our simulations aresale free, we an easily resale the mass range of our remnants, thus they better tthe results using a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter, 1955).7.7 Disussion and ConlusionWe have performed a set of numerial merger simulations of galaxy models whihonsist of either a one-omponent (bulge only) or a two-omponent (bulge+ dark matterhalo) Hernquist prole. Furthermore we used dierent initial mass ratios and orbitswith and without angular momentum to over a large range of parameters. Our mainndings an be summarized as follows. Dry equal-mass mergers an not be the maindriver of galaxy evolution, beause the remnants assemble mass at all radii and shiftthe surfae density nearly parallel to higher values. Therefore the slope of the surfaebrightness proles are hardly aeted and the Sersi index does not exeed a value of
n ∼ 6 after one generation (Fig. 7.6). Additionally the size growth per added mass islimited to re ∝ M0.91.On the other hand, dissipationless minor mergers show very promising results. Asthe satellites are loosely bound, they strongly suer from dynamial frition and tidalstripping. Therefore, depending on the mas ratio, most of the mass assembles atlarger radii and the remnants develop a extended envelope of stars. For an initialmass ratio of 1:5, the entral surfae density/brightness stays onstant, out to a radiusof r ≈ 1.5kp whih is in good agreement to reent observations of high redshiftearly-types (Szomoru et al., 2011) and the assumption, that the ompat galaxies arethe ores of present day elliptials (Hopkins et al., 2009a; Bezanson et al., 2009; vanDokkum et al., 2010; Szomoru et al., 2011). Furthermore the tted Sersi prolesyield a urvature of n ∼ 8 − 10, whih lies in the range of most of the observed oreelliptials (Caon et al., 1993; Kormendy et al., 2009). For a higher initial mass ratio,the results highly depend on the properties of the satellite galaxies. If the satellitesare loosely bound (Sat 1:10, Fig. 7.1), they are destroyed rapidly in the ase of morerealisti bulge+halo models and the host's entral surfae density stays onstant out
7.7 Disussion and Conlusion 105to a radius of r ≈ 5kp. Additionally, the developing envelope of areted partilesreveals a prominent kink, whih results in an unrealisti high Sersi index of n ≈ 20.Using a ompat, more bound, satellite (Sat 1:10, Fig. 7.1), the areted mass getsloser to the enter and distributes more smoothly in the outer envelope, whih thenyields reasonable Sersi indies of n ≈ 7 − 8.Regarding the size growth of the individual minor merger senarios, we nd thatall remnants, where the bulge is embedded in a massive dark matter halo, lie abovethe grey shaded area of Fig. 7.2 and are viable drivers for the evolution of ompatearly-type elliptials. In the most promising ases, namely the 1:5 sequene with adiuse satellite and the 1:10 sequene with a ompat satellite result in a mass-sizerelation of re ∝ M2.3 and re ∝ M2.5, respetively. On the other hand, for the bulgeonly minor mergers, only the hierarhy with a mass ratio of 1:10 and a diuse, weaklybound satellite evolves in exess of the observed mass-size relation. The other senariosstay within the 'forbidden' area and are by far not eient enough to give a propersize inrease.Furthermore, in Setion 6, we have shown, that the merging history of our galaxymodels yield dark matter frations, whih are in good agreement to reent lensingobservations of the SLACS ollaboration. Our minor merger remnants also indiate,that the entral dark matter frations inrease with the stellar mass of early-typeelliptials.Combining all the results we an say, that only the minor mergers inluding a darkmatter halo give reasonable results for the observed inside-out growth of the surfaedensities and surfae brightnesses. Furthermore, only the bulge+halo minor mergersalways yield a size growth in exess to the observed predition of van Dokkum et al.(2010) (see Fig. 2.2).However, we use a very idealized senario, without any gas or blak hole physis.But even the existene of a small amount of gas, whih is known to redue the sizegrowth (Covington et al., 2011; Hopkins et al., 2008), might not be eient enough,as we ahieve very high growth rates in most of the minor merger senarios. On theother hand, the implementation of blak holes might boost the 'pu up' senario, asblak hole binaries are able to deplete the entral galaxy regions from gas and stars(Fan et al., 2008, 2010), and the observed ore struture of the most massive presentelliptials will get more prominent.
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
Reent observations have revealed a population of ompat high redshift (z ∼ 2 − 3)early-type galaxies, whih are a fator 4-5 smaller than their present day ounterparts.They are already very massive but have less onentrated surfae density proles,represented by small Sersi indies of n ∼ 4. Furthermore, the stellar populations oftheir present day ounterparts indiate, that dissipation and star formation annot bethe main evolutionary mehanism. However, in the urrently favoured osmologialmodel, where struture grows hierarhially, dissipationless mergers are supposed tobe the main driver for the subsequent evolution of ompat, high redshift early-typegalaxies. Therefore we employ a large set of more than 80 dissipationless mergersimulations, with a large avriety of orbits and initial agalxy models.To ahieve this, we rst reated an initial ondition program, whih overs a widerange of dierent parameters (Chapter 4). In detail, this means, that we an eitherhose galaxies onsisting of just a stellar omponent or a more realisti two-omponentmodel, where the stellar bulge is embedded in a more massive dark matter halo. Thedark matter halo is xed to a Hernquist density distribution (Hernquist, 1990), butthe slope of the luminous part an vary between dierent γ-models (Dehnen, 1993;Tremaine et al., 1994). Hene, one an adopt either a steep density slope γ ∼ 2, re-sembling a uspy extra-light galaxy, or a ored prole γ = 0, whih is observed for themost massive elliptials. First stability tests have shown, that the initial onditionsare very stable for one- and two-omponent galaxy models with dierent partile res-olutions and density slopes but equal mass partiles. We also reated more 'realisti'galaxy models using the most reent HOD models to get a viable dark to stellar massratio of M∗/Mdm ∼ 0.015 (Moster et al., 2010; Wake et al., 2011) for a M∗ = 1011M⊙galaxy at a redshift of z ∼ 2. In addition, we assigned them a size orresponding tothe most reent mass-size relations of early-type elliptials (Williams et al., 2010) atthis high redshift. In this setup, the dark matter partiles have a muh higher massthan the stellar partiles, and we have to use a muh larger softening length ompared
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lusion & Outlookto the equal-mass models. This stems from two-body relaxation in the entral highdensity regions, whih additionally indues mass segregation for unequal mass parti-les (Chapter 5). Therefore, with a larger fore softening length, we prevent the moremassive dark matter partiles to sink to the enter and kik out the less massive stellarpartiles. The adopted softening length is still small ompared to the eetive galaxyradius, so that the galaxies an be onsidered resolved and we obtain very stable resultsfor osmologially motivated galaxy models.Using our well tested initial onditions, we are able to investigate the dynamisof the merging proess with an unpreedented high auray and resolution. First wefoused on equal-mass mergers of either one- or two-omponent models and found, thatviolent relaxation and mixing are the dominant proesses, whih signiantly hangethe struture of the merger remnant's dierential energy distribution (Setion 6.4).Strong potential utuations during the losest enounters oer new energy states withhigher binding energies and unbind a non-negligible amount of initial weakly boundpartiles (see also White 1978). This evolution is the same for one- and two-omponentmodels, but in the latter ase we display another striking result in the galaxy's enter,where the amount of dark matter partiles inreases with respet to the stellar partilesand we obtain a 'real' inrease of the entral dark matter fration. This is ontraryto the work of Nipoti et al. (2009b), who argues, that the inrease of the dark matterfration is just an eet of the inreasing galaxy size. However, we onviningly show,that violent relaxation mixes more and more dark matter partiles to higher bindingenergies for eah subsequent merger generation, whih hanges the ratio of stellar todark matter partiles, espeially in the entral regions. Furthermore, the redistributionof the partile's energies auses the systems to seek for a new equilibrium onguration.Therefore, the nal veloity dispersion proles of the equal-mass merger remnants anniely be tted by a Jae prole (Jae, 1983), whih is in good agreement to Spergel &Hernquist (1992). Unfortunately, the strutural hanges and a transfer of energy fromthe bulge to the halo inrease the veloities of the merger remnants and onsequentlylimit the size growth. However, the mass-size (re ∝ M0.8−1.0∗ ) and the mass-veloityrelation (M∗ ∝ σ3.3−5.1e ) yields reasonable results ompared to a previous study ofBoylan-Kolhin et al. (2005).Looking at the minor merger senarios with initial mass ratios of 1:10, we workedout, that rst of all, the dynamis is ompletely dierent and the host galaxy is notaeted by violent relaxation (Setion 6.5). Therefore its entral properties are on-served and the veloity dispersion proles of the total systems stay onstant for both,one- and two-omponent models. But as the satellites are loosely bound omparedto the host galaxies, they strongly suer from tidal stripping and nearly no materialreahes the host's enter. The stripped material builds up an extended envelope ofstars, whih signiantly boosts the size growth. Due to an enhaned eet of dynam-ial frition and tidal stripping in the dark matter halo of the bulge+halo model, thismass assembly is very eient, and we get a nal size inrease of more than a fatorof ∼ 4.5, whih is exatly in the observed range for the size growth of ompat highredshift elliptials (Szomoru et al., 2011). Looking at the mass-size relations of all
109two-omponent senarios with mass ratios of 1:5 and 1:10, we get re ∝ M>2.3∗ , whihis muh steeper than the result of van Dokkum et al. (2010) (re ∝ M2∗ ).As minor mergers seem to be very good andidates for driving the evolution ofearly-type elliptials we extend the previous set of simulations by a sequene with aninitial mass ratio of 1:5, investigate in more detail the assembly history of the nalremnants, and want to gure out the importane of a dark matter halo (Chapter 7).First of all, regarding the size evolution of the individual senarios, we an see that onlythe minor mergers with dark matter halo evolve as expeted from observations. Forbulge only models, just one merger onguration with a very diuse satellite galaxyevolves in exess to the observed relation. Looking at the evolution of the surfaedensities, reent observations reveal an inside-out growth with dereasing redshift (vanDokkum et al., 2010; Szomoru et al., 2011). In detail this implies, that the entralregions of high redshift early types stay unaeted and build the ores of present dayelliptials, while they assemble a lot of stellar mass at larger radii, building up an outerenvelope. Surprisingly, this is exatly what we nd for the surfae densities of ourminor merger remnants (Setion 7.4). While the proles of the equal-mass mergersgrow over the whole radial range, the entral proles of the minor merger senariosstay onstant, as most of the satellite's material gets stripped in the outer regions ofthe host galaxy. Again, the senarios with bulge+halo models yield more promisingresults, as the extended massive dark matter halo enhanes tidal eets and stripsthe material at the 'right' regions (r > 2kp). Converting the surfae densities of ourremnants to surfae brightness proles, Sersi ts indiate that for the rst generations,the Sersi index n inreases most rapidly for the two-omponent minor mergers of bothmass ratios (1:5, 1:10). Although n onverges to a value between n = 7 − 8 for the1:10 sequene, the 1:5 sequene of bulge+halo models is the only senario, where weget a high Sersi index of n ∼ 9− 10, whih is expeted from observations. Finally, weobtain an inreasing dark matter fration, whih is onsistent with reent observations(Barnabè et al., 2011) for all minor merger hierarhies and we an onlude, that theexistene of a dark matter halo is not just expeted but is essential to get a viableevolution senario.Altogether we an say, that we highlight a very promising senario to lose the gapbetween the ompat high redshift elliptials and their more extended ounterparts inthe present day Universe. To fortify our results, the next step would be to use morerealisti galaxy models, applying a ontrated NFW-prole for the halo and extend thegalaxy by the potential of a supermassive blak hole. Fan et al. (2008) showed, thatAGNs an also pu up galaxies and might even improve the results of the dissipationlessmerger senario. Regarding the dynamis of merging systems, it would be desireableto investigate the impat of dierent orbital properties, to estimate the eet of, e.g.hyperboli or bound orbits with dierent impat parameters. Furthermore, we startedto look at the evolution of the very tight relation between a galaxy's esape veloity
vesc and its metalliity (Sott et al., 2009).Therefore we simply ompute a partile's esape veloity of the initial host andsatellite galaxy and assign to it the aording metalliity. During eah merger genera-
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Figure 8.1: Top panel: Evolution of the vesc-metallity relation for three generations ofequal-mass mergers. Due to the strong mixing, it hanges at all veloities, and introduesan inreasing satter for eah subsequent generation. The solid lines are the best linear tsto the orresponding data points. Bottom panel: Same as above for 10 generations of 1:10minor mergers. Obviously, the entral relation does not hange and only the outerpartswith lower veloities are eet. Therefore the metalliity seems to onverge to a value of
[Z/H ] = −0.2. Furthermore, the satter is muh smaller and the relation stays very tight,ompared to the equal-mass mergers.
111tion, the esape veloities of the partiles hange, but their metalliities stay onstant,thus we an evaluate the merger indued satter in the vesc- metalliity relation. Asobservations show a very tight orrelation, we an approximate the ontribution of mi-nor or major mergers for the evolution of elliptial galaxies. The rst results indiate,that the vesc − [Z/H ]-relation for equal-mass mergers (top panel, Fig. 8.1) hanges atall radii and for all veloities, whih stems from the strong mixing, indued by vio-lent relaxation. Therefore, the satter inreases signiantly and the overall relationbeomes very broad. On the other hand, a sequene of ten minor mergers with ini-tial mass ratio of 1:10 (bottom panel, Fig. 8.1) introdues only a small satter in the
vesc − [Z/H ]-relation and has no inuene on the entral regions (with high veloities).Furthermore, with eah generation, the metalliity gradient beomes only weaker forequal-mass mergers (Fig. 8.1), whih is in good agreement with earlier preditions ofWhite (1978) and Villumsen (1982). Further details of this senario have to be tested.
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